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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study was threefold: (1) to write

a narrative account of the meaning, objectives, and functions

of -auditorium work in public schools and to note the impor-

tance of providing for pupil participation in auditorium

classes, and recommended practices in planning for and pre-

senting programs in this phase of the educational situation;

(2) to develop in detail the practices, procedures, and tech-

niques contained in printed and mimeographed materials dis-

tributed by the Board of Education to auditorium teachers

to serve as guides in conducting auditorium work in the ele-

mentary schools of Dallas, Texas; and (3) to evaluate these

instructional materials in the light of modern practices,

procedures, and techniques advocated by authorities in the

field of auditorium work. As an outgrowth of these three

phases of the study, it was believed that certain conclu-

sions might be evident as to the efficacy of the auditorium

work in the elementary schools of Dallas in so far as it

could be determined by a careful examination of materials

prepared for the use of auditorium teachers in conducting

their classes. It was believed, also, that it might be

I
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possible to make recommendations for the improvement of audi-

torium work in the elementary schools of Dallas in the light

of the instructional materials now used by auditorium teach-

ers as compared to modern conceptions of auditorium advanced

by authorities in the field.

Sources of Data

All data for this study were collected from printed or

mimeographed sources, but these were of two types: (I) books,

bulletins, and periodicals relating to practices, procedures,

and techniques of modern auditorium work in education, and

(2) books, bulletins, and mimeographed materials prepared

under the sponsorship of the Board of Education to be used

as suggestions and guides by auditorium teachers in conduct-

ing auditorium work in the elementary schools of Dallas,

Texas.

Limitations

This study was limited to an analysis of recommended

practices, procedures, and techniques for auditorium work

in the public schools, with special emphasis upon the elemen-

tary level. In so far as the public schools of Dallas are

concerned, only the materials prepared for the guidance of

auditorium teachers in the elementary schools were consid-

ered, summarized, and evaluated. The study, in its treat-

ment, is limited to narrative discussion, and no attempt is

NMI
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made in these pages to show relationships and evaluations by

means of tabulations and statistical treatment. Hence, in

the discussion of the auditorium work in the Dallas elemen-

tary schools, instances of conformity and of non-conformity

to recommended standards and procedures will be noted.

It should be remembered that the auditorium program in

the Dallas elementary schools was studied in this instance

only in so far as it was reflected in the printed or mimeo-

graphed materials distributed by the administrative offices

for the guidance of auditorium teachers. No effort was

made to determine the actual procedures employed by the in-

dividual teachers in their classes, as it was taken for

granted that they were, in the main, following the sugges-

tions contained in the materials prepared for their use,

Thus it can be seen that this is a study not of actual audi-

torium work as it is carried out in the Dallas elementary

schools, but rather of the materials prepared as guides for

the teachers in conducting their auditorium classes.

However, it will become apparent in Chapter III that

much of the material issued for the guidance of auditorium

teachers in the Dallas elementary schools has grown out of

actual classroom situations and projects and is, to a large

extent, the work of the various auditorium teachers in the

system. This material is not so much what the administrators

and supervisors say should be done, but it is rather what

i
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auditorium teachers have found to be practical, useful, ef-

fective, and wholesome contributions to the educational pro-

gram of the elementary schools as contained in auditorium

work.

Procedure

The procedure used in the development of this study con-

sisted of the reading of numerous books, bulletins, and

magazine articles relating to the modern conception of the

place and function of auditorium work in education, and of

all available materials prepared by the Dallas Independent

School District for the use of auditorium teachers in the

elementary schools of the city. As this reading was being

done, careful notes were taken, and these were later organ-

ized into logical sequence to form the basis for the second

and third chapters of the study.

Organization

The present chapter has indicated the purpose of the

study and has mentioned the sources of data, the limitations

of the study, and the procedure followed in its development.

Chapter II presents a treatment of modern conceptions

of auditorium work in education from the standpoint of its

meanings, its functions, its provisions for pupil partici-

pation, and its objectives.
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Chapter III consists of a detailed study of the prac-

tices, procedures, and techniques contained in all materials

prepared for the guidance of auditorium teachers in the ele-

mentary schools of Dallas, Texas. This material is evalu-

ated in the light of the recommendations of authorities in

the field, as presented in Chapter 11.

Chapter IV contains conclusions and recommendations

which appear to be warranted by the data considered in this

study.



CHAPTER II

PRACTICES, PROCEDURES, AND TECHNIQUES IN AUDITORIUM

WORK RECOMMENDED BY AUTHORITIES

Definition of the Auditorium Period
and of the School Assembly

Even in the days of colonial schools in America, "daily

devotions" were held as part of the school program. These

brief periods consisted in the main of scripture reading and

prayer and occasionally the singing of a hymn by the entire

student body; but more often the hymn was omitted and the

schoolmaster conducted the entire meeting with no participa-

tion whatsoever from the pupils. This type of meeting was,

of course, the forerunner of the school "assembly"and "audi-

torium period" as we know them today, but it certainly had

little in common with present-day practices on those oc-

casions when the entire school personnel come together for

varied purposes.

Not until the last decade of the nineteenth century was

any appreciable change made in the "daily devotions" so com-

mon in the colonial schools. The change was inaugurated in

the Francis W. Parker School in Chicago, with Parker himself

beginning the new trend. First of all, the name "daily de-

votions" was changed to "morning exercise," and it rapidly

6
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developed, under Parker's encouragement and leadership, into

an occasion characterized by pupil planning, participation,

and leadership. This was true to the extent that in 1913 one

of the teachers in the Parker School could write as follows

regarding these daily assemblies:

The morning exercise is a common meeting ground;
it is the family altar of the school to which each
brings his offerings -- the fruits of his observa-
tions and studies, or the music, literature and art
that delight him; a place where all co-operate for
the pleasure and well-being of the whole; where all
contribute to and share in the intellectual and
spiritual life of the whole; where all bring their
best and choicest experiences in the most attractive
form at their command.

That this conception of the function of the morning exercise,

expressed in 1913, was in keeping with modern thought regard-

ing the function and purpose of the school assembly or audi-

torium period is indicated in the following quotations:

The auditorium should be the place in our educa-
tional system where children learn to be social beings,
to make the most of themselves and to co-operate with
others in making the most of themselves. It should be
a sort of clearing house for all the other branches of
the school world, a focus of knowledge and activity,
and a source from which should come the desire for
further knowledge and ability to use well in life the
knowledge already acquired. 2

It is in assembly that the real school is con-
scientiously recognized as an entity by the pupils

1 Martha Fleming, "Purposes and Values of the Morning Ex-
ercise,' t Francis W. Parker School Yearbook, Vol. II (1913),
quoted by Harry C. McKown, Assembly and Auditorium Activi-
ties, pp. 1-2.

2C. 0. Davis, Junior High School Education, p. 354;
cited by ?cKown, _. cit., p. 2.

i :.' _ L
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and teachers who compose it. The assembly draws
members from all classes and all departments into a
social whole, united for the achievement of dignified
and worthy aims. It is not the purpose of the assem-
bly to provide a weekly period of mere entertainment,
although a spirit of pleasure and enjoyment always
characterizes the successful program. Information
concerning school activities, inspiration for en-
thusiastic carrying out of school projects, and shared
appreciation of whatever is beautiful and artistic in
school life are the essential contributions of the
assembly period. 3

Fretwell describes the auditorium as the meeting place

of the whole school:

Here policies affecting the whole school body should
be presented by pupils and faculty alike and dis-
cussed. Here public opinion is formed. The spirit
of the school not only shows or fails to show itself
in assembly, but the assembly may be used to form
school spirit. The assembly period should not exist
primarily to enable the faculty or head of the school
to advise the pupils, however good this advice may be,
nor is it a place where pupils must sit through the
delivery of required "orations.

One may note, in looking back over the four quotations

presented above, the first from the year 1913 and the others

of recent origin, that they all agree on the following five

points in definition or description of the school assembly

period:

1. The assembly period should provide social education.

2. Inspiration should result from the assembly program.

3 James K. Peckstein and R. Harold McGregor, Psychology
of the Junior High School flpil, pp. 230-231; cited by McKown,
2. cit., p. 2.

4Elbert K. Fretwell, "The School Assembly," Sixth Year-
book of the National Association of Secondary School Princi-

l 1922, .' 9
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3. The assembly should focus the pupils' attention on

higher and better things.

4. Pupil participation in the assembly programs is es-

sential.

5. The assembly reflects the entire life of the school.

One of the most significant developments in education

during the first half of the twentieth century has been that

of the rapidly expanding field of so-called "extracurricular"

activities. And one of the most important and promising

phases of this new field is the school assembly. School

meetings or "chapels" have been held in American schools

from the beginning, but only within the past three or four

decades has any serious attention been devoted to making the

use of the assembly or auditorium period educationally valua-

ble.

The growth of the idea of the platoon school with its
emphasis upon the use of the auditorium and the con-
sequent development of the position of "auditorium
teacher" is convincing proof that this school, at
least, is giving earnest consideration to the educa-
tional possibilities of this activity. And the de-
velopment of this position in the platoon school is
being paralleled with a corresponding emphasis upon
the assembly program in the junior and senior high
school, as well as in elementary schools not organ-
ized according to the platoon plan.5

Today, serious efforts are being put forth to make the

auditorium pay an educational profit, which has rarely if

5 McKown, OP. cit, Preface, p. vii.

.a : r_.._. _: _ 
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ever been attempted in all of the preceding stages of the

assembly's historical development. The auditorium has been

definitely included as a part of the regular curricular work

of the platoon school. The daily, or almost daily, use of

the auditorium period by the platoon school is a feature

which distinguishes this type of school from other types.

But in modern times, in non-platoon schools, there is also

much emphasis upon the proper use of the assembly or audi-

torium period, and the growth of the practice of developing

programs out of the activities of the classroom is to be

found in these schools also,6

Some schools have one or more small auditoriums, two

or three times the size of the average classroom, for audi-

torium work, and a much larger room for school assemblies.

Some schools, on the other hand, have either a large or a

small auditorium, but not both; and some are unfortunate

enough to have no auditorium of any description.
7 It is

obvious that the availability of large and small auditoriums

will affect the type of auditorium or assembly activities to

be found in the individual school.

Perhaps it has already become obvious from this brief

discussion that the terms "auditorium period" and "assembly"

6 Ibid., Preface, pp. vii-viii,

THarry Graves Miller, The Auditorium Social Arts, p. 59.
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are very similar in meaning and implication and that they,

in fact, may be used almost synonymously. Some writers go

so far as to make no effort to distinguish between the two,

whereas others recognize differences but imply that these

distinctions are minor. Miller presents the most concise

statement of differences and similarities between the audi-

torium period and the assembly. He says that

it should be remembered that the term "auditorium"
pertains to class work generally conduct ted under a
special teacher, and roughly defined as preparation
and display in special classes, while "assembly" in
general is the display side only and before a larger
audience. . . . Auditorium class groups are usually
made up of double or triple classes under a special
auditorium teacher or teachers. Much of auditorium
work, such as the more or less crude expressive work
of many pupils, many deliberative activities, and the
like, are not intended for later public display be-
fore the whole school or a large part of it, in
fact, some of these very activities should never be
"publicly" displayed at all. They are of a more or
less intimate and confidential nature. They are
delicate growing things which, if displayed -- trans-
planted to an altered environment -- easily become
artificial, thus defeating the very purpose of the
activity in question.

With reference to assemblies and to the manner in which they

have become more and more like auditorium periods, Miller

has this to say:

An assembly is different in many respects from
what many educators have termed "auditorium, " "audi-
torium work,'" "auditorium activities, " or "the audi-
torium period." However, some schools insist on call-
ing all the activities actually taking place in the
auditorium (small group class work, occasional club

Ibid.., pp. 42, 60.

i
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meetings, and the like, and assembly) "auditorium ac-
tivities." In our judgment, an assembly is still an
assembly, even though it has been "auditoriumized, "
and should be called an assembly to distinguish it.
from those various other types of group creative
work which have become associated in many minds with
the term "auditorium." Inasmuch as the assembly is
fast becoming "auditoriumized," perhaps we had all
better begin thinking of these twin-type activities
-- assembly and auditorium -- as auditorium activi-
ties or auditorium work. The two types then could
be thought of as the auditorium period and the as-
sembly period, respectively, or simply as auditorium
and assembly. Auditorium would also consist of two
main types: special (where a special teacher is em-
ployed) and departmental (work prepared by regular
department teachers) .9

Miller continues by pointing out that the assembly is a

creative activity on a much larger scale than is ordinarily

to be found in the auditorium class group. On the expres-

sive side, the assembly, he says, is usually the expression,

portrayal, or depiction of some outstanding project in a sub-

ject field or in a department of the school. The assembly

program based upon such projects may be called the "flower-

ing" of class or departmental work, specially presented for

the entertainment or enlightenment of the whole school or

of a large proportion of the student body.

As the elementary platoon auditorium period has long
been considered the flowering place for many depart-
mental activities, it is at once apparent that the
new type of assembly (in contradistinction to the old
chapel type) has been "auditoriumized" on its expres-
sive side. It has borrowed auditorium content and

9 ibid., pp. 60-61. Parentheses are included in the
original text.
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methods and oftentimes in those wdhools which have
auditorium work, the assistance, in whole or in part,
of the auditorium teacher. Thus we may truly speak
of the new activity as "the auditorium assembly." 1 0

As a further distinction between auditorium activities

and assembly activities in the school, it may be said that

nearly all programs prepared for presentation in assembly

are actually displayed in assembly, whereas comparatively

few of the programs prepared in auditorium class periods

are ever presented in the assembly. They are prepared in

and displayed before auditorium class groups; all members

of the audience are likely to be familiar with what is pre-

sented, and in many instances, all have had a hand in plan-

ning the program and possibly all may have some part in it.

In assembly, on the other hand, only a small group in the

entire audience has had any part in planning for or in

presenting the program; most of the audience consists of

"guests " who are coming into contact with the program for

the first time. Another difference is that assembly ac-

tivities are rarely deliberative in nature, but delibera-

tive activities are a vital part of many auditorium pro-

grams.11  The auditorium program can readily be a forum, a

panel, or a round-table discussion, since the audience is

small and compact. But such intimate methods of presentation

1Ibid., pp. 59-60.

-,"I"" ', +a S134w Y jy:4. {dik -. ti . 5

11IIbid., p. 60.
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as these are somewhat unwieldy and ineffective when trans-

planted to the large assembly attended by the entire school.

Auditorium activities are more readily designed for partici-

pation by many or all of the pupils in the group, whereas

assembly activities must necessarily be more of the display

type. They must be presented to the audience rather than b

the audience, as is often true in the smaller auditorium

group. The auditorium class lends itself readily to group

participation, but special thought and effort must be put

forth to plan activities for the assembly which provide for

a high degree of pupil participation.

Whether it be in the elementary school or in the high

school, the assembly hall is the place where, more than any-

where else in the school, school spirit is developed and

school morale strengthened. Although the school assembly

cannot be called an organized extracurricular activity,

yet it certainly is separated from the classroom and, to

be most effective, should be used largely by the pupils

themselves as a means of self-expression.1 2 As already men-

tioned, the assembly cannot provide for as high a degree of

participation on the part of the audience as it possible in

the auditorium class, but the assembly should be consciously

planned for giving opportunities for participation to the

largest possible number of pupils.

12Riverda Harding Jordan, Extra-classroom Activities in
Elementary and fecndary Schools, p. 560

r I
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The entire student body should be required to attend

all assembly programs of general interest. If the audi-

torium is too small to accommodate the whole school at one

time, the assembly should be held twice and a plan devised

for dividing the student body into two groups for assembly

purposes .l3

Possibilities for varied assembly programs are almost

unlimited. The program may be prepared and presented by a

single grade or by a group within a grade; or there may be

broader assemblies in which several grades or the entire

school participates in planning and presenting the program.

There may be assemblies dealing with questions of current

or school interest; music assemblies for practice or for

enjoyment; and programs by artists, specialists, and others

who have something worth-while to present to the school.

"But the assemblies that are based on class study have been

found to be of the greatest educative value. They are, in-

deed, coming to be a regular part of the work of the

school. rl

As a part of the regular program of the school,

The assembly is a valuable administrative device.
It is the great get-together of the school. There,
the principal, the teachers, and the pupils work

1 3 M. Channing Wagner, Assembly Programs, pp. 26-27.

1Harold Rugg and Ann Shumaker, The Child-centered
School, p. 299.

mar 
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together for the realization of the aims and objec-
tives of the school. Indeed, it may be likened to
an open forum, or a town meeting with a democratic
spirit guiding in the deliberations. Here, tradi-
tions are being established; the customs, rules, and
regulations are made known through the pupils, and
the teaching and administrative staffs. New stu-
dents are here introduced to and become acquainted
with the objectives of the whole institution. 1 5

The assembly is an activity which may be made up of

both curricular and extracurricular phases, but it possesses

greater power than either for integrating the entire life of

the school. The assembly may be defined in general terms as

"that all-school activity in which pupils and teachers par-

ticipate for the unification and enrichment of school life.tlG

The three great functions of auditorium work are stimu-

lation, deliberation, and expression. In the final analysis,

the success of the modern platoon school can be traced di-

rectly to the success of auditorium.work within the school.

The work cannot be planned and carried out in isolation or

in separation from other phases of the school life, but in-

stead it must grow out of and be an expression of all parts

of the school program. "The auditorium cannot make its

maximum contribution to the integration and socialization

of the school unless it establishes vital working relations

with every other department

15John G. Flowers, The HBp2_ School Assembly, p. 7.

1 6 Joseph Roemer, Charles Forrest Allen, and Dorothy At-
wood Yarnell, Basic Student Activities, pp. 305-306.

1 7Miller, p. cit., pp. 78, 80.
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Rugg and Shumaker have written that the new school has

been highly successful in developing the assembly as a

"clearing house for its socially motivated activities."

Then they continue as follows:

Although the school assembly is a time-worn de-
vice of the school program, the new schools have made
it over to fit their conception of education as de-
velopment. . . .

The new school . . . has seized upon the assem-
bly as a device for sharing common interests and for
providing the audience-situation for growth in expres-
sion. . . . The dominant tone is doing, not listening.
The assembly. is the place for young people to express
themselves. It is democratic in nature, planned and
executed almost altogether by pupils themselves, . . .

The assemblies vary widely in character. They
represent interesting and varied cross sections of
school life -- those interests which the participants
consider vital enough to be shared. Some represent
the culmination of class study; the completion of
units of work; a talk-exhibit of the history of
poetry; the dramatization of a hearing of the Senate
Committee on Immigration; a performance by a hundred
elementary school pupils, on instruments made by them-
selves, or a symphony composed by pupils and teacher
working together.

Wagner has proposed the following tests of a good as-

sembly, and they likewise may be applied to auditorium work:

A. The joy pupils get in it.
B. The economy of time shown in means and methods

employed.
C. The real benefit accruing to pupils from the

satisfaction of doing.
D. The extent to which the assembly

1. Grows out of curricular activities and
returns dividends.

2. Explores the various subject matter de-
partments, thus revealing higher types of
activity, making them desirable and to an
extent possible,

1 8 Rugg and Shumaker, 22. cit., pp. 298-299.

WA" MR
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E. The evidence of gradual extension of interest in
social service.

1. From interests in the whole school
2. To interests in relationships Ind respon-

sibilities outside the school. 9

Thus the assembly or the auditorium can be looked upon

as a great unifying, socializing, and stimulating agency in

the school. It has the function of providing opportunity

for pupils to participate in both curricular and extracur-

ricular activities in presenting information or entertain-

ment to an audience of other pupils. It offers training and

experience in planning activities and programs, in the me-

chanics and skills of interesting and understandable pres-

entation, and in wholesome audience attitudes. The assem-

bly or the auditorium is neither a part of the curriculum

of the school nor of the extracurricular elements, but it

is related to both and is a blend of both.

In this study, "auditorium" refers to a large meeting

room in which pupil meetings are held, and also to auditorium

classes or auditorium work. An auditorium class is thought

of as a group of pupils working under the guidance of a spe-

cial teacher to develop programs, activities, and projects

within the group, to be presented before the group, and by

members of the group. Occasionally, these auditorium pro-

grams will be given later to the larger school assembly, but

fundamentally auditorium work is to be considered an opportunity

1 9 Wagner, p. cit, , p. 41.

IADW - gg" -. ,:,:,.y ;:_ ,-. ar RIO,
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for pupils to engage in activities planned and carried out

by a small group in the school, namely, a class. Ordinarily,

these activities are outgrowths of regular classroom work

and are to be thought of as class projects, primarily.

They present many opportunities for new experiences and

valuable learning, and are the means of broadening the under-

standing, the knowledge, and the interest of the pupils in

the total work of the school. Also, elements outside of

the school are often brought into auditorium work, so that

social concepts are fostered and community problems and

resources are brought before the pupils for analysis and

study.

The assembly, on the other hand, consists of the entire

student body of a school, coming together for a program of

curricular or extracurricular interest and value. Here,

also, the ideal is a maximum of pupil participation, al-

though it is apparent that in the assembly situation most

of the pupils must be spectators rather than participants.

In the preceding discussion defining "auditorium work"

and "school assembly," it has become obvious that no clear-

cut, significant distinction can be drawn between the two.

There are differences, of course, and these have been

pointed out, but fundamentally the two activities are al-

most identical in plan, purpose, and presentation. For this

reason it is believed that principles of good assembly pro-

grams will apply also to good auditorium programs, and that
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the techniques which are most effective in one of the situa-

tions will most likely lend themselves to use in the other

as well, Thus, the only real difference between the two

situations lies in the size of audiences, the size of the

rooms in which meetings are held, and, to some extent, the

types of programs prepared and presented. The literature

examined for this study treats of auditorium work and of

assembly programs as almost synonymous, and certainly the

implication is strong that practices, procedures, and tech-

niques for the two situations are interchangeable and inter-

related. For this reason, "auditorium work" and "school

assembly" are spoken of in this study as being slightly

different manifestations of one fundamental concept --

that of pupil activity initiated, planned, and carried out

to completion by pupils, for the enlightenment, stimula-

tion, and entertainment of pupils.

In short, it is believed that "auditorium work" and

"school assembly" are so closely related as to be almost

synonymous, and that principles pertaining to one are ap-

plicable also to the other. This conception is substan-

tiated by the literature in the field, as has already been

implied and as will become more apparent in the course of

this chapter.
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Objectives and Functions of the Auditorium
Period and of the School Assembly

In the early days, formal classroom recitations were

the only source of education available in the schools, with

the possible exception of the daily devotions. Now, how-

ever, the rich educational possibilities outside the class-

room are recognized and employed as vital elements in modern

educational practice.

This rapid development is in line with the newer
idea and ideal of education, namely, that the school
must stand for something besides scholarship; that
while scholarship and book lessons are important,
they are, nevertheless, only minor details of the ma-
jor program of educating for intelligent citizenship;
and that good citizenship, represented by ideals,
attitudes, and activities, is not necessarily proved
by an array of high marks or the ability to do the
classroom stunts of education. Education, which was
formerly largely concerned with the mental, is now
concerned also with the social, physical, and spiri-
tual phases of man's existence. One of the most im-
portant devices for the wider interpretation and ap-
plication of modern educational principles is the
school assembly or auditorium period.20

Since the purpose of the auditorium period is to aid

in training and educating citizens, the control of the work

done during this period should be in the hands of the pupils

as much as possible. They should be encouraged and guided

in the assumption of initiative and originality in planning

the work of the auditorium, and their ideas and thoughts

should be allowed to direct the work of the auditorium

class, in so far as they are compatible with accepted

2 0McKown, o. _cit., p. 1.
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educational procedures and so long as they do not go astray

from the main purposes of the particular learning situa-

tions involved at the time.

Perhaps the most important objective of the assembly or

the auditorium period is that it provides an opportunity for

growth in ease of expression by means of an audience and

pupils with something to tell or to dramatize. The pupils'

efforts to make themselves understood give practice in the

organization and presentation of materials, and in quick and

clear thinking21

An important aim in all auditorium work is to
help the pupils to become conscious of the fact that
their experiences in any part of the school may be
crystallized in various ways in the auditorium for
the common good of the whole school. . . . It is
most important that the experiences which the pupils
have in the home room, music room, playground, gym-
nasium, etc., be revived again in the auditorium so
that their social values may be emphasized

Thus it is seen that every part of the school program can

make its own unique contribution to the work of the audi-

torium. The value of the auditorium is that it tends to

emphasize and to revitalize classroom materials and other

learning situations in sucha way that pupils will be impressed

2 1Wagner, M. cit., pp. 12, 15.

22Mary A. Campbell, "The Auditorium: Types of Teach-
ing and Experiences" (mimeographed), Bulletin of the School
Department, New Britain, Connecticut, 1945, p. 1.
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and will retain the educational values inherent in such ac-

tivities much more readily when they are accorded the spe-

cial emphasis and prestige of auditorium presentation.

In 1926 a study was conducted in a total of 366 public

schools in forth states of the Union. Among other factors,

the study sought to determine the recognized objectives

of auditorium work in the schools of the nation. The fif-

teen objectives mentioned most often by the respondents are

listed here in the order of their frequency, from highest

to lowest:

1. Cultivation of school spirit.

2. General information.

3. Inspiration.

4. Development of poise and self-control before an

audience.

5. Recreation.

6. Entertainment.

7. Motivation of extracurricular activities.

8. Moral training.

9. Development of appreciation.

10. Cultivation of high ideals of citizenship.

1I. Development of leadership.

12. Some acquaintance with business and with the every-

day activities of life.

13, Vocational guidance.
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14. Direction of public opinion among the pupils.

15. Training in self-expression.23

Although emphasis upon specific objectives of auditorium

work may shift from time to time and from situation to sit-

uation, certainly it can be generally agreed that the fif-

teen objectives listed above are worthy ones, although there

will be differences of opinion as to the order of frequency

in which they should be mentioned.

McKown has formulated a similar list of objectives for

the school assembly, but it goes without saying that the

same aims may be accepted for the school auditorium work:

1. To unify the school. . . .
2. To educate the school in the common or integrat-

ing knowledges, ideals, and attitudes. . .
3. To motivate and supplement classroom work. . .
4. To widen and deepen pupil interests. . . .
5. To inspire to worthy use of leisure. .
6. To develop the aesthetic sense of the pupil.
7. To instill the commonly desired ideals and vir-

tues. . .
8. To develop self-expression. .
9. To emphasize correct audience habits. .

10, To recognize publicly worth-while achievement. .
11. To promote an intelligent patriotism. . 24
12. To correlate school and community interests. . .

Burke has summarized the general objectives of, the pro-

gram of auditorium work in the school in the following con-

cise manner:

23 Elbert K. Fretwell, Extra-curricular Activities in
Secondary Schools, p. 220.

2kMcKown, p. cit., pp. 5-11.
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The school curriculum provides ample opportunity
for developing right attitudes of appreciation, toler-
ance, and understanding. It is the aim of the school
auditorium to be the integrating factor in teaching
the child to express positively these attitudes; to
give him the mechanical equipment with which to ex-
press himself; and to teach him further how to direct
the proper attitudes of initiative and co-operation
in order to live in peace and enjoyment with himself
and his neighbors. It is the aim of the auditorium
to cement those attitudes of mind set up by the school
as conducive to good behavior, and to develop further
qualities of good citizenship through the encourage-
ment of positive self-expression. 2 5

In brief, the function of the school is to educate, and

each department of the school must contribute to this educa-

tion if it is to justify its existence, This is true of the

school auditorium as well as of all instructional depart-

ments and extracurricular activities. The use of valuable

assembly time for programs that do not give to the pupil a

corresponding return for his time invested cannot be justi-

fied.26

The assembly is potentially the greatest single factor

present in the school for unifying the various phases of the

school and for developing what is commonly called "school

spirit." Every essential school interest, extracurricular

as well as curricular, can be represented in the assembly

programs, and all of these can function effectively in

achieving the fundamental aims of the school. 2 7

2 5 Pearl Julia Burke, School Auditorium Programs, p. 12.

26McKown, 2.2 cit., pp. 13-14.

2 7 Flowers, 22. cit., p. 6.
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The assembly is the "town meeting" of the school.

Problems confronting the school are presented and dis-
cussed. Public opinion is formed, and in a democratic
school, government is directly affected by this public

opinion. The solving of the problems confronting the
. . . school can be an educative experience. Princi-
pals and teachers can, as a rule, solve these problems
and solve them correctly, but in so doing they can rob

the pupils of the attitude, the desire, and the ability
that come from sharing in the solution of their own
and the school's problems. . . . The desire, the emo-
tional attitude, and the ability to live by any de-
cision is directly affected by one's share in reach-
ing this decision. The assembly . . . is vitally con-
cerned with the formation of intelligent public opin-
ion as a basis of government.

Regardless of the name by which it is known, the audi-

torium provides proper contacts between the school and the

community. It does this by bringing in from the outside

some of the vital life problems and activities and making

them available for group discussion and action. The "inside"

problems and activities of the school itself are no less im-

portant to the pupils, and every department of the school

and every phase of the school's activity must be searched

for materials for group attack and correlation. Thus it is

obvious that the auditorium has tremendous possibilities as

an integrating factor within the school. Auditorium group

projects may originate in the classroom, the home room, in

clubs, in extracurricular activities, or in the auditorium

class itself, but experience has demonstrated that, wherever

Fretwell, Extra-curricular Activities in Secondary
Schools, p. 208.
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these projects originate, it should be the responsibility

of all departments of the school to co-operate as far as

possible in their development, thus making the experience a

rich and vital unified effort~ Each department should stand

ready at all times to assist in auditorium work to the ex-

tent to which its particular contributions can make the ac-

tivities more interesting and meaningful.2 9

The auditorium purposes to set up an atmosphere
in which each child will be inspired to form and ex-
press an opinion upon topics about which he is inter-
ested, and in which he hopes to interest his audience.
It strives to develop friendliness, tolerance, and
open-mindedness, by bringing the child into contact
with a life experience, richer and fuller and freer
than the formal classroom work could afford. The de-
partment desires to develop an atmosphere of giving
and receiving, of sharing triumphs, of feeling the
exaltation of one's own success and at the same time
to accord due honor to others. Here pupils can be
led to appreciate and applaud good citizenship atti-
tudes. Over and over the fact should be stressed
that it is just as important to be a good listener
as a good performer. 3

Because auditorium work, as organized in many of the

leading schools, offers to the pupils more social situations

and situations of greater variety providing social contacts

of pupils with one another, than can be found anywhere else

in the school, the auditorium has become the school's chief

medium of indirect social instruction. In addition, special

2 9Miller, 2p_. ct., p. 30.

30D'Laurel Beville, "The Auditorium," Texas Outlook,
XXII (January, 1938), 46.
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avocational interests, hobbies, and the like are fostered

in the individual; and social intercourse of various types

has always been one of the major values of the auditorium.3 1

Beville has pointed out that

Education is something more than a collection
of trainings -- these trainings must be related in
order that the unity of a child's experience may be
preserved. No department of the entire school has a
greater opportunity to create, stimulate, and direct
interest than the auditorium. The auditorium, in a
departmentalized or semi-departmentalized school,
serves as the correlation agent for the entire school.
Miss Phillips of the Detroit public schools says:
"The auditorium, when its possibilities have been
fully realized, will serve as a point of contact
between school and the outside world, will integrate
and unify all of the child's school experiences and
will be recognized beyond all other departments of
the school as the most effective agent for the reali-
zation of the social aims of education. "32

In these days there is a growing conviction on the part

of principals and teachers that the school auditorium offers

a real opportunity for the development of attitudes of good

citizenship within the pupils, and that it makes it possible

for pupils to "learn by doing" in many varied situations .33

More and more schools are coming to recognize the citi-

zenship values of the school auditorium in the training of

pupils in attitudes and personality traits. In the audi-

torium may be found one of the best tests of the degree of

3 1Miller, 2w. o ., p. 33.

3 2 Beville, p2p. cit., p. 46.

3 3wagner, 2 cit., p. 1.
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integration within the school and of the carry-over of knowl-

edge from other classes and studies. 3 k

The auditorium period should be one in which the
child meets and adjusts himself to situations that
will aid him in the solving of problems not only now,
but also when he becomes a mature member of modern
society. The child must develop a group conscious-
ness, realizing that he must give and take to live in
a social world, The overaggressive child must learn
that the reticent child has a place in the group and
one of equal importance with his own, and it is the
task of the teacher to tone down, so to speak, the
aggressive child and inspire confidence in the reticent
one. No better place can be found for the development
of this group consciousness than in the auditorium --
the child's community.

The child must realize that he is a part of the
social group, must develop group consciousness and
with that development must come certain social duties.
The auditorium then becomes the socializing center of
the school. The program part of the auditorium is
one phase of the social work which makes for better
understanding and co-operation not only between room
and room, but also between school and community. An-
other social aspect of the auditorium work is the
training in social etiquette. This training, while
social in aspect, becomes ethical in application.
The principles of generosity, usefulness, kindness,
self-control, loyalty, duty, reliability, and courtesy
are taught through the medium of story-telling, drama-
tization, forum discussions, slides, etc. Emerson has
said, "A beautiful behavior is the finest of fine arts, "
and to develop in children a desire to be courteous,
well-behaved members of their community is truly a
worthwhile aim. Children must be taught that truly
refined manners are not to be put on and off, like a
coat, but must become a part of one's being. Little
by little we are training in citizenship, but we must
ever be mindful of the fact that emphasis hould be
not on future, but on present citizenship. 5

Since it is the business of the whole school to develop

3kBurke, . ct., p. 9.

35Beville, p. cit., pp. k6-47.
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the qualities of good citizenship, leadership, initiative,

co-operation, and intelligent obedience to authority, the

assembly or the auditorium period is one means which the

school utilizes for the direct education of its young citi-

zens. Here the social motive is the most effective and the

strongest, because it is the controlling principle in social

organization in all of life; and in the school it consti-

tutes a real incentive for working and doing one's best.36

The assembly should provide an opportunity for
each pupil to share with the school "his best and
choicest experiences in the most attractive form at
his command." The assembly provides a proper setting
for the especial interest or hobby of a pupil, for
the music, literature, and art which especially de-
light him. 3 7

In this quotation it is implied that the auditorium

should both motivate and supplement classroom work and that

it should develop ideals and attitudes, and co-ordinate

knowledge, understandings, and appreciations. Also, audi-

torium work should emphasize and provide for self-expression,

and develop correct audience habits. Through its appeal to

the aesthetic sense, it should inspire a more worthy use of

leisure time for constructive or creative pursuits. When

conducted properly, auditorium instruction prepares the pu-

pils to be socially efficient and to understand and appre-

ciate the duties of American citizens.38

36wagner, p_. _cit., p. 10. 37Ibid., p. 12.

38campbell, 2. cit., pp. 1-2.
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The school auditorium is the most effective edu-
cational, social, and unifying influence in school
life. It is the common meeting ground for the dis-
cussion of school and community interests. It is the
center to which pupils bring offerings -- the fruits
of their observation and study, or their personal de-
lights, which are expressions of the arts. Auditorium
activities and experiences develop the spirit of co-
operating and sharing in things intellectual and
spiritual; and the social relationships and leader-
ship gained in contributing small bests to the common
good, under the influence of auditorium procedures, is
the very essence of social education. 3 9

It is essential that the pupils enter the assembly or

the auditorium period with the expectation of receiving en-

joyment and pleasure from the experience. All recognize that

pupils must have play as well as work and that both are es-

sential in any well-rounded program of education. "The as-

sembly must have liveliness and snap, picturesqueness and

laughter, motion and color.lIC Amusing stories told and

dramatized as group projects are necessary for the full de-

velopment of children. Those who supervise assembly and

auditorium work must never forget that wholesome entertain-

ment appeals to young people and that they have a right to

it, in school as well as out. The auditorium offers a

splendid opportunity for the development of tastes for bet-

ter things ; pupils enjoy good things if proper care has been

taken in their selection and presentation.

39Ibid., p. 1.

k'tagner, op. cit., p. 11.
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As the educational program is being broadened and

deepened constantly to bring about not only the aca-
demic and vocational development of the child, but
his social, civic and moral development as well, the
auditorium plays an increasingly important part. In
a well-administered school it is not uncommon to find
the auditorium being used throughout the school day
for assemblies, dramatic productions, speech classes,
orchestra, band and chorus rehearsals, class meetings,
visual education presentations, broadcasting and dio
classes and other miscellaneous group activities.

This indicates the wide and constant use which can be, and

perhaps should be, made of the school auditorium as a means

of providing helpful, interesting, and wholesome learning

experiences.

Assemblies and auditorium work which are so organized

that they are outgrowths of the regular school work are a

valuable means of training in citizenship, as has already

been emphasized. At the same time, they serve to unify the

school and act as socializing influences. They develop the

skills, attitudes, and personalities of the pupils and in-

crease their interests by exploring all phases of school

work. All of these functions of auditorium work tend to

stimulate better class work and to make the classroom and

the auditorium complementary to each other. 4 2

The many functions of the assembly and of auditorium

work which have been discussed in this section have been

41planning the School Auditorium, bulletin issued by the
University of the State of New York, Albany, 1948, p. 3.

4 2wagner, jp. cit., pp. 19-20.
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concisely summarized by Wagner in the following statements

or principles:

1. Creates unity in the student body.
2. Is the greatest single force for teaching

citizenship.
3. Explores the interests of the group.
4. Creates proper public opinion.
5. Explores the curricular activities of the

school.
6. Develops the pupils' interest in extra-

curricular activities.
7. Creates the desire for the best things in

music, art, and literature.43

Scheduling Auditorium Activities

No standardized plan for the organization of auditorium

classes throughout the various school systems of the United

States has been agreed upon, and for this reason the varia-

tions from school to school are pronounced. Classes may

range in size from ten to one hundred pupils each; the length

of time devoted to each class period may be anywhere from

fifteen minutes to one hour; the frequency of auditorium

class meetings may be one, two, three, or five times each

week. Consequently, any proposed plan of auditorium work

must be modified in order to conform to each teacher's par-

ticular situation. 4 4

During the past several years there has been a definite

trend away from daily assemblies, but no general agreement

has been reached as to how often they should be held.

B44 urke, p. it, p. 14.431 i., pp . 14-15.0



Schools which have organized auditorium work tend to have

one assembly for the entire school each week, whereas indi-

vidual auditorium classes may meet every day or two or three

times each week.

An important factor in the success of the auditorium

period is that it is a part of the regular school schedule

and not extracurricular in nature. Children meet regularly

at a definitely scheduled time and "act and react among

their companions through participation in activities which

make them conscious of their social relationships. "45

In the elementary school, where some form of
opening exercise is customary, the daily assembly
is frequently found, and there is likely to be a
better effect if the whole school, or a considerable
part of it, meets together, than if the exercises are

carried on in each room separately. The daily as-

sembly must, of course, be made very brief. .,.
The daily assembly is also an integral part of

the elementary school program under the work-study-
play plan, the platoon system, and similar types of
school organization. Here the assembly room is open
every period of the day, and some group is held re-

sponsible for providing instruction, entertainment,
or both, as a part of the daily school routine. Here
teacher direction is imperative to a greater extent
than where there is only a week4y meeting as in the
larger number of high schools 0

In addition to being scheduled regularly, the school

assembly should be planned as carefully as class work,

Enough time must be provided for it to make it possible for

45Beville, p2. cit., p. 46.

4 6 Jordan, 2L. cit., pp. 59-60.
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programs of pretentious proportions to be given. The brief

daily assembly used in some schools probably serves to "tone

up" the day's work, but it cannot make as great an educa-

tional contribution as longer and regularly planned assem-

blies can provide 4 7

Educators are confronted with the problem of providing

a place for the assembly or auditorium period in an already

overcrowded curriculum and in a daily schedule which is

bursting at the seams with essential curricular and extra-

curricular offerings. In spite of this situation, however,

the only satisfactory way to insure time for the assembly

or the auditorium period is to schedule it as a regular

phase of the program of studies. And in order to give it

worth, meaning, and interest, it must occur regularly and

not sporadically. If this plan is not followed, the assem-

bly or the auditorium period will be accidental, haphazard,

and lacking in interest and me aning to the pupils .J8

Roemer, Allen, and Yarnell have emphasized that the best

practices call for a definite time schedule for school as-

semblies and auditorium periods, and that the time allotted

for each meeting should be the same as that scheduled for

regular class periods. Common practice now provides for one

4 7Flowers, 2p. cit., p. 10.

SWagner, p. _cit., pp. 28-29.
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general assembly period per week, of regular class length;

but schools providing for organized auditorium work may have

daily auditorium classes, and usually do have. Whatever the

number of periods per week allotted to assemblies or audi-

torium periods, the assembly will be more meaningful and dig-

nified if it begins and closes promptly within scheduled

time.'9 On occasions when the types of programs seem to

warrant time adjustment, the length of the assembly or audi-

torium period may be made to vary with the requirements of

the programs, but seldom if ever should the period exceed

in length a regular class period. Assemblies should be held

during school hours. 5 0

When one weekly general assembly is the custom, it is

preferable to schedule this activity on Fridays because the

whole preceding week of consecutive school life enables those

pupils and teachers in charge to have a better prepared pro-

gram. Many school administrators are of the opinion that

the first period of the school day is better than any other

for the assembly, since it enables those taking part in the

program to get ready before school actually begins. 5 1

In planning for assemblies, assignments of dates for

assembly presentations should be scheduled in advance in

k9Roemer, Allen, and Yarnell, 2.. cit., pp. 305, 316.

sc9agner, _o. cit., pp. 26, 28.

1Ibid., p. 26.
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order that responsibility for certain dates can be defi-

nitely assigned and adequate time be allowed for prepara-

tion. Various groups and classes in the school should be

encouraged to ask for assembly dates at the beginning of

each school semester, and those not requesting dates should

be contacted later as to their plans for assembly programs.

The schedule of assembly programs may be made available to

the entire school on bulletin boards and in the school news-

paper. Reservations may be made for special days and anni-

versaries, and an occasional "open date" should be scheduled

to take care of postponed programs and to allow for the use

of talent from outside the school. There should be few post-

ponements of regularly scheduled assembly programs, but it

often happens that fine material -- a visiting musician, an

actor, or a lecturer -- is available to the school at only

one time, and he must be invited then if at all. In such

situations it is advantageous to postpone the scheduled

student program to allow for this special feature.52  Of

course, it is sometimes possible to have special or called

assemblies in which to utilize outside talent, but the num-

ber of such meetings should be held to a minimum, as they

so seriously interfere with the regular class work.

52 McKown, p. .s2S., pp. 20-21.
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Participation of Pupils and Teachers

As previously mentioned, in the 1890's the traditional

"daily devotions" of the early schools were altered by Fran-

cis W. Parker of Chicago and the name was changed to "morn-

ing exercise." These daily "morning exercises" were differ-

ent from the usual "chapel" service in that they were fun-

damentally social in purpose. In addition to the singing,

Bible reading, and poetry reading, a brief "exercise" was

usually presented by pupils, lasting never more than twenty

minutes and usually less time, These exercises were ordi-

narily outcomes of class work in literature, history, or na-

ture study, and occasionally they were presented in cele-

bration of festival days or historic events. 5 3 This revolu-

tionized daily assembly was the forerunner of the present-

day school assembly and of auditorium work, in which pupils

are given pre-eminent roles in the planning and presenta-

tion of program materials.

It goes without saying that, if the school exists pri-

marily for the purpose of educating the pupils, provision

should be made to enable the pupils to share in the educa-

tional experiences of developing and presenting assembly and

auditorium programs.54 Wagner states concisely that "the as-

sembly should be planned and carried out by the pupils,

5 3 Fretwell, Extra-curricular Activities in Secondar
Schools, p. 212.

54Ibid., p. 250.
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assisted by one or more faculty members." 5 5 Participants

in assembly and auditorium activities, he goes on to say,

"should be pupils of the school, occasionally members of the

faculty, and rarely, as courtesy demands, outside speak-

ers.156

The assembly does more perhaps than any other
phase of school life to unify the school. It is the
one activity in which the whole group is brought to-
gether and does something as a whole, The mere sing-
ing of songs and the practice of yells give the pupils
a feeling of oneness, Furthermore, it is the one or-
ganization to which each pupil makes a contribution
in some way during the year. It may be true that in
a very large school each pupil may not have an active
part in the presentation of the program, but he surely
has some part in the working out of a program to be
presented by a class or a club of which he is a mem-
ber. If he does nothing else, he has a part in the
election of the officers who are in charge of the as-
sembly. Participation in only a slight way arouses
in the individual a feeling of responsibility toward
the whole group and makes him consider the good of
the whole as well as his individual good, while active
participation makes for an ever-increasing sense of
responsibility. Along with this sense of responsi-
bility there is developed co-operation between indi-
viduals in the working out of programs, and also be-
tween departments when they work together in the
presentation of more elaborate programs. Moreover,
programs put on by various departments and organiza-
tions acquaint the group with such facts about class
or club work as keep pupils in touch with the various
phases of school activities and make them feel that
all activities are part of the whole.

The mingling together of teachers and pupils
helps to socialize the groups. The personalities, in-
terests, and ideals of both teachers and pupils vary
so much that in the give and take which comes from
contact with people, there arises among pupils, older

55Wagner, p. cit., p. 15.

5 6 Ibid., p. 28.
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and younger, rich and poor, or of different nationali-
ties and religious creeds, a sympathy for each other,
and among teachers a sympathy for and interest in the
work o other departments, all of which makes for
good.5

Whereas the above observations were written specific-

ally in relation to the school assembly, it is obvious that

the values and outcomes mentioned may be looked for in or-

ganized auditorium work as well. Perhaps in the smaller

auditorium class, fewer teachers will be involved in the ac-

tivities, and certainly fewer pupils will be included in the

group than in the assembly, but the intimacy of the audi-

torium class provides for personal relationships between

teachers and pupils and between pupils and fellow pupils

that are of great value in assisting the pupils to learn

acceptable forms of behavior in social and group relation-

ships.

Since various trainings must be related and re-
emphasized in order to preserve the unity of the
child's experience, the auditorium becomes the uni-
fying center of the school. To have successful cor-
relation in any school there must be teacher co-
operation. A forced correlation is never satisfac-
tory, but since situations arise that are related, if
the teacher will be watchful, she will find oppor-
tunity to correlate in such a manner that not only
will the situation be enriched but her department
will reap untold value. Certainly, correlation and
co-ordination of activities through faculty meet-
ings, conferences, projects, demonstration teaching,
etc., result in a fine get-t gether spirit which uni-
fies teachers and children.5s

57bid., pp. 20-21.

5 8 Beville, 2P. cit., p. 47.



As much as possible, the development of programs for

assembly and auditorium should be left in the hands of the

children, working under the guidance of competent teachers.

The auditorium program should, as often as possible, offer

opportunity for free participation by the audience in one

form or another; and the same should be true of the assembly,

although the larger audience in this situation does not lend

itself so readily to participation by numerous individuals.

One of the most difficult problems, even of the audi-

torium class, is to see that each child has an opportunity

to participate as frequently as possible. Since the pupils

in an auditorium class should be engaged in work in which all

can become interested, little opportunity is afforded for in-

dividual attention or for small-group organization without

considerable waste of time for the majority of the class,

and for this reason the auditorium teacher must be careful

in planning the activities to the end that everyone can have

something vital to do, something that he can accomplish suc-

cessfully with a minimum of individual assistance from the

teacher.59

In so far as possible, participation by all pu-
pils in some phase of the assembly at all times is
very desirable. The better type of assembly is in most
cases managed by pupils with teacher guidance in plan-
ning and preparation. There should be times when en-
tire pupil control is granted. This can safely be

59Oampbell, _4. cit., pp. 2, 7.
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done if proper attitudes have been developed. If
there have developed a friendly interplay of initia-
tive and responsibility and a spirit of teamwork
where both pupils and teachers share alike the joys
and disappointments of their endeavors, occasional
pupil programs are wholesome. Certainly, at all 6
times a maximum of pupil participation is desired. 6 O

General responsibility for the assembly programs should

rest with the pupils of the school. Of course, in a general

sense, the principal, as the administrative head of the

school, is responsible for everything that goes on within

the school and is in this manner responsible for the assem-

bly, but the pupils should never have the idea that it is

the responsibility of the principal or of the teachers to

see that they have interesting, entertaining, and worth-

while programs. Pupils should feel proud and satisfied when

a good program is presented, and they should experience a

feeling of personal failure or neglect when they attend a

poor program. There is only one way to cultivate in the

pupil this feeling of responsibility for the school assem-

bly, and that is to let him assume actual responsibility. 6 1

However, even with this emphasis upon the responsibility

of the pupils for the success of the school assembly,

It must not be concluded that the principal is
never a participant in assembly exercises. Quite the
contrary should be true . His personality is felt,
even though he is in the background.

6 lwagner, _22. cit., p. 31.

6%Roener, Allen, and Yarnell, 2. flt., p. 315.
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His appearance should be of such frequency and
of such importance that he will be well received.
Coming before an assembly of his students affords him
his greatest opportunity to gain their good will and
respect. Here is his best opportunity to give forth
his ideas and to show the strength of his personality.
His messages should be freighted with interesting and
valuable material enthusiastically presented. His
less frequent appearance enables him to bring a fresh-
ness and a preparedness that will guarantee him a re-
sponsive audience. His coming into the active part
of an assembly program should be one of he "unusual"
numbers instead of "the same old thing. "02

An activity which is a blend of both curricular and

extracurricular phases of school life, the assembly is al-

most indispensable in the administration of extracurricular

activities. Every activity of the school, whether it be

club work, athletic events, musical organizations, or dra-

matic presentations, has a chance for public appearance and

presentation in the school assembly. This fact supplies an

inducement to the pupils to do their best work and at the

same time the entire school receives benefit from the con-

tributions made by fellow pupils. 63 The assembly can be

thought of as the place in which the best of all work, both

in curricular studies and in extracurricular activities, is

ultimately presented for the edification and enjoyment of

the whole school. Attaining recognition in assembly should

not be thought of as an end in itself, but rather the assem-

bly operates as a motivating force which inspires the pupils

6 2Roemer, Allen, and Yarnell, tp. .cit.., p. 317.

63Flowers, 2R. cit., p. 8.



to do all of their special projects with such thoroughness

and skill that any of their activities might be considered

as worthy of presentation in the assembly. Thus, when the

assembly utilizes both classroom projects and extracurricu-

lar activities as sources for its materials, pupils are

thereby encouraged to do the best work of which they are

capable.

Each teacher and pupil may obtain a view, not only of

the pupil's privileges in appearing as a guide or a per-

former before his school companions, but also of his re-

sponsibility for the happiness, interest, and enlightenment

of the whole group; "and he may, through successful partici-

pation, form the habit of contributing his small best for

the good of the group." 6 4

Auditorium and assembly work demands initiative, origi-

nality, enthusiasm, and leadership ability on the part of

teachers. The teacher who guides the planning of the audi-

torium programs should have in mind the fundamental objec-

tives of auditorium work, and he must have the ability to

interpret these objectives in such a way that they will fit

the varied requirements of the individual class or of the

larger school community. 6 5

%4retwell, Extra-curricular Activities in secondary

Schools, p. 236.

6 5campbell, an. cit., p. 2.
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The appointment, in many schools, of directors
of extracurricular activities, and the rapid strides
being made in the establishment and development of
the position of auditorium director or teacher in
platoon and similar schools prove that expertness in
this field is being recognized and demanded in the
same way that expertness is recognized and demanded
in the teaching of football, French, or art. The
auditorium teacher or the director of extracurricular
activities, naturally, has not specialized in all the
subjects or activities represented, but she knows the
essentials of effective dramatic production, the in-
terests and needs of the pupils, and how to capital-
ize the one for the educational benefit of the other,
Of course, she is familiar with he many sources of
material which may be utilized.

Needless to say, the best of auditorium work is to be

found in schools which employ one or more auditorium teach-

ers, for these instructors are specially trained and have

wide experience in the initiation, development, and presen-

tation of auditorium activities. At the same time, the

classroom teacher and the sponsor of extracurricular activi-

ties should collaborate in the preparation of any auditorium

work that relates to the teacher's special field, for the

classroom teacher or other instructor is often able to give

valuable assistance by means of novel ideas, unique plans

for development, and different ways of bringing results to

an audience. Thus, it becomes evident that the auditorium

teacher alone cannot guarantee the success of auditorium

work in any school; rather, his function is to serve as a

special guide in auditorium procedures and as one who works

6 6 IcKown, jp. cit., pp. 25-26.
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to correlate the various phases of school life in all the

ways possible for the development of a worth-while program

of auditorium work.

Principles of Program Planning
and Presentation

As stated previously, brief opening and closing exer-

cises were held in all colonial schools, usually featuring

Bible reading, religious hymns, and prayers. Later, the

time allotted for these exercises was lengthened, and the

program was enlarged to include essays, the speaking of

"pieces, " simple debates, and the singing of hymns. Then

came still a longer weekly period, usually held on Fridays,

and devoted to "literary, " "rhetoricals, " and "spelling

bees." This activity grew eventually into the assembly

period as it is now known in the elementary school as well

as in the secondary school.6{

Three definite periods in the evolution of assembly or

auditorium activities may be noted. The first featured ser-

monic and moralizing discourses. In the beginning the prin-

cipal was solely responsible, but eventually the faculty was

admitted to partial responsibility. The second step was one

in which the pupils of the school were allowed to partici-

pate in the organization, planning, and production of pro-

grams for assembly and auditorium. Many schools are still

7Ibid;. , p. 4.



in this era of auditorium work, but many others have gone a

step further into the third era of program evolution -- that

of audience participation involving every attendant. In

this plan, definite attempts are made to have the entire

audience participate in some manner in the program rather

than merely to sit and listen to it. Ways in which this is

done include singing, engaging in school yells, the show-

ing of preferences by applause or voting, the written iden-

tification of characters or ideas in the presentations,

and the use of self-analysis blanks during programs on guid-

ance, personality, character, and so on.68

As conducted in many schools, the assembly remains a

relic of the past, used mainly as a place for announcements

and preachments on the part of the principal and faculty.

It is not an educational procedure at all, but merely a

break in the day. In some schools, assemblies appear to be

purposeless and without consistency; they are not planned in

advance, and everything is left to chance. Some assembly

programs are perfunctory and pointless, without any com-

mendable features to justify their time. In some schools,

outside speakers are used too often -- and they frequently

are persons who have neither anything to say nor know how

6 8
Ilbid ., pp. 4-5.
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to say it effectively. They are not familiar with the needs

and problems of pupils.69

The plan for assuring worth-while assembly programs in

schools that seems to be most effective is that of having an

assembly committee composed of several pupils and a few

teachers. This committee is responsible for the planning

and the success of the programs presented during the semes-

ter or the school year. It makes a careful study of the

needs and resources of the school and of the community and

prepares the programs after taking such factors into care-

ful consideration. The committee then assigns programs

and dates to particular groups, or asks for volunteers for

certain programs, and feels a responsibility for the suc-

cess of each performance. 7 0

A concise statement of the personnel and work of the

assembly committee has been formulated by Wagner as follows:

* . . all programs should be under the supervision
of an assembly committee consisting of teachers and
pupils and working in active co-operation with the
entire school. The composition and selection of
such a committee will necessarily vary with the con-
ditions in the individual school, but it is recom-
mended that the faculty members should be few in num-
ber, should be appointed by the principal, and should
act in an advisory capacity. If school spirit is
properly developed, it has been proved by experience
that the assembly committee will have little to do
except assign dates to pupils, classes, school or-
ganizations, members of the faculty who have requested

69Wagner, p.. cit., p. 1.

7 0 Flowers, p. cit., p. 10.
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the opportunity of coming before the student body.
S. . No program should come before the assembly
which is not sponsored by the committee or some mem-
ber of the faculty. . .

In the construction and direction of programs
there should be an assembly committee composed of
several pupils and two or three teachers. Two of the
latter should be the dramatics teacher and the di-
rector of school music, because of the important
place occupied by music and dramatics in every as-
sembly program. This committee will then be able to
canvass the school, survey material and abilities,
and make up the additional function of detecting
poorly prepared pupils and thus eliminate tiresome
and disagreeable assembly periods. It may assign
one program or one day to each of the important
clubs or organizations within the school. Whenever
an organization has been scheduled, it should be
made to feel tha it is being depended upon for the
entire program.

It is a wise principal who seeks to have some sort of

arrangement for a joint pupil-teacher committee for the man-

agement of the school assemblies in order to insure harmony

and unity as well as worth-whileness in the programs. This

spirit of teamwork between pupils and teachers contributes

much toward developing the pupils into efficient citizens of

the school. Later, it is to be expected that the good citi-

zens of the school become the fit citizens of the community

outside of the school.

In the functioning of the pupil-teacher assembly com-

mittee, each group which is to have the responsibility for

a program must be allowed an adequate amount of time for

thorough preparation. This can be assured only if a schedule

7-Wagner, P. cit., pp. 24-26.
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of programs is made out several weeks or a semester in ad-

vance,72

It is obvious that auditorium classes have no need for

pupil-teacher committees to plan and schedule activities,

Instead, the teacher of auditorium work and the entire audi-

torium class work together as a large committee carrying

out all phases of the auditorium activities. Together they

decide on the activities to be developed, the methods to be

employed in presentation, the length of time needed for

preparation, and the time when the final presentation will

be given. Of course, those schools employing auditorium

teachers which, at the same time, have general assemblies

of the entire student body will still have need of the pupil-

teacher assembly committee discussed above. This committee

can work in close relation with the auditorium teacher, who

can assist greatly in developing talent for assembly pro-

grams and who can supply the committee with "leads" as to

worth-while materials and programs that are ready for use

in the assembly or that will be ready for presentation in

the future, Through the work and knowledge of the atiditorium

teacher, the assembly committee can discover some of its

best programs.

2Roemer, Allen, and Yarnell, _p. cit., pp. 316-317.
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Whether a program is "good" depends largely upon indi-

vidual opinions, interests, and appreciations:

No one knows what a good assembly program is
because standards have not been set. . . . these
standards may be developed by means of competition
between the various groups, having pupils rate and
grade the program, by arbitrarily setting standards,
and in other ways. A critical and constructive dis-
cussion of the assembly program may well be a regu-
larly scheduled part of the weekly program of the home
room. Suitable recognition should be given to the
groups which attain excellence in material, perform-
ance, or in the other elements of the program.

All programs should be required to attain a
minimum standard of excellence. These standards
should not be too rigid, nor too high, because if
all of the activities of the school are represented,
and this is desirable, many performers will lack ex-
perience in appearing before the public. However,
the idea is not to make the programs attempt to rival
professional performance in any way, but to insist
that in each instance, the performers do the job just
as well as they can, considering their age, experience,
and other limitations.7 3

In the same way, minimum standards should be set for

programs developed and presented in the smaller auditorium

class. Pupils in an auditorium class should never be per-

mitted to be satisfied with less than their best efforts,

although they may have a tendency to accept mediocre work

for the simple reason that their work is done within the

intimacy of the class group and is more or less a "family

affair." In the auditorium class, as in the school assembly,

excellence should be expected, and dissatisfaction should be

expressed in a tactful manner when the pupils tend to become

7 3 McKown, 22. cit., pp. 16-17.



slipshod and indifferent in their efforts. When the pupils

are reminded that their best efforts may be found worthy of

use in assembly, they gain an appreciation of the worth of

the activities they carry out in their auditorium class.

The staging of an assembly program is, in reality, the

staging of a dramatic performance. It requires a high de-

gree of knowledge, skill, and judgment, and demands that

much time be spent in serious rehearsal.7 4 The assembly

and the auditorium activity must be carefully planned. Too

often it happens that the assembly hour approaches, and at

the last minute it is realized that no program has been

planned. In these circumstances the principal usually col-

lects a stock of announcements, utters a few preachments,

suggests the singing of a few songs, and then dismisses the

assembly Nothing worth-while has been planned, and for

this reason nothing worth-while results.75

There is no other guarantee of successful assem-
bly programs so effective as definite planning of the
events by those in charge. By definite planning most
delays and confusion can be anticipated and avoided.
Pupils respect effective organization everywhere,
and they certainly respect the assembly program that
has been well thought out and carefully planned in
every detail.Y

The following procedure has been suggested as a means

of assuring that programs will be carefully planned and

74 Ibid., p. 24. 7SFlowers, jp. cit., p. 10.

76Roemer, Allen, and Yarnell, op. cit., p. 316.
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efficiently developed by the pupils and teachers in their

co-operative efforts:

1. The auditorium teacher and the principal, or the

assembly committee and the principal meet to sketch the

program needs in assembly for several months, or for the

period of the school year.

2. The auditorium teacher and other teachers, or the

assembly committee and other teachers meet to assemble

available materials and to place responsibility for the co-

ordination of the assembly work, including dates.

3. Meetings of the assembly committee (or the audi-

torium teacher) and committees of children are held for the

purpose of shaping and perfecting the scheduled plans for

programs.

4. The programs planned and scheduled are approved by

the school principal.

5. A schedule of programs is posted on bulletin

boards for school reference.

6. Copies of the schedule are sent to supervisors.77

Some basic considerations which should be taken into

account by those responsible for auditorium programs are the

following:

Auditorium programs should have both educational
and inspirational value.

?7Campbell, 2p. cit., p. 4.



The program should have interesting variety.
Programs should be closely supervised by the

principal so that the whole school is served.
The entire work of the school should be incor-

porated in auditorium programs during the year.
Wide pupil participation in program making and

in program presentations should be encouraged.
The main objectives should be both the education

of the audience and the social education of the per-
formers.

Some definite provisions should be made for set-
ting standards for programs.

Various forms of demonstrations, exhibitions,
and dramatizations should be utilized and repeated
throughout the year.

The songs of childhood and those of community
interest should be used for assembly singing.

There should be one regular weekly assembly
program.

The assembly audience should express respect
and orderly behavior both in passing to and from the
assembly, and while in attendance.

Several times during the year each child in the
school should appear on the stage, act as leader or
chairman of a group, or act in some minor official
capacity. Only through the active participation of
each child in auditorium training can the valuable

influence of the auditorium function effectively
in child development.?

All materials to be used in programs, whether for the

auditorium class or for the school assembly, should be se-

lected in accordance with the age and mental grasp of the

children. Instructional materials may be presented in the

auditorium by means of such activities as discussing, inter-

viewing, story-telling, pantomiming, dramatizing, reciting

and reading, debating, explaining, competing, and using

audio-visual materials . 7 9 McKown, in his book, Assembly and

T8 Campbell, LP. cit., p. 3.
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Auditorium Activities, devotes close to four hundred pages

to detailed suggestions for scores of auditorium programs

in the fields of music, art social science, English, foreign

languages, science and mathematics, vocations, health and

recreation, extracurricular activities, and observances of

special days. An examination of this one book leaves one

with the impression that the possibilities for interesting,

educational, and entertaining auditorium programs are well-

nigh unlimited.

Regardless of the type of program, it should have (1) a

definite purpose, (2) adaptation to the group, (3) effective

communication to the audience, and (4) appropriateness to

the occasion and the setting.80 Only by incorporating these

four features can the program be termed successful and ef-

fective.

Programs should be planned so as to be simple, uncom-

plicated, and easily understood by the pupils of the group

who will participate in and witness the presentation. Pro-

grams must be on their level of understanding and interest

or they will "fall flat." If the program begins to have the

appearance of a major performance, pupils will ask to be ex-

cused from their classes in order to prepare for it. The

assembly or auditorium period should be recognized as a part

80Wagner, 22. cit., p. 9.
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of the school work and should not be a burden to either

teachers or pupils .8l

Every assembly or auditorium program should include

much good music, for music offers a unifying experience and

provides a means of participation for all. The director or

teacher of music in the school is the most competent person

in this field, and his co-operation and assistance should be

sought in the preparation of all programs,. Musical selec-

tions for audience participation should not be the slowest

tunes in the book, but those which will cause the largest

number of pupils to sing. A good variety of fine old

southern melodies, war songs, sea songs, airs from the

operas, well-known semi-popular songs, and others which the

pupils like to sing will help to guarantee the success of

assembly and auditorium programs.83 Needless to say, the

music used in a program should be related in some apparent

way to the other subject matter used, and there is never any

justification for picking out "any old song" merely for the

purpose of having some kind of music in the program.

Practically all pupil programs include two features --

music and drama. Children of all ages like dramatics, and

enjoy taking part in them and witnessing the dramatic ef-

forts of their fellows.

81libid., p. 34.

B2McKown, _. cit., Preface, p. ix. 8 3Ibid., p. 19.
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Class dramatizations provide opportunity for
pupils to put into practice those techniques of self-
control which they are constantly assimilating
through their study of various exercises in voice
and bodily expression. Furthermore, since dramati-
zations require the participation of more than one
individual, they provide valuable training in the
art of working together. And more particularly do
they provide means for correlating the various
studies. Material for dramatization may be obtained
from the history class, the English class, the music
appreciation hour, and from many other curriculum
sources. Whenever such a project seems to be par-
ticularly good upon presentation before the class,
it may be selected for present tion in an assembly
or some other formal occasion.ok

Experiences in dramatics are considered as an integral

part of the school program rather than as an extracurricular

activity. In the social studies and in language arts, in-

formal creative dramatic activities are among the most use-

ful and meaningful experiences and serve to crystallize

valuable learnings and knowledge. The educational values

included in dramatics are many, including opportunities for

the development of creative expression, self-confidence,

poise, initiative, responsibility, and co-operativeness.

Emphasis is placed on the growth and pleasure derived from

the experience of creating the play and on the enjoyment of

the creation and production rather than on the play as a

finished product.85

8 4 fBurke, p. cit., p. 17.

85Texas State Department of Education, Handbook for
lf- Aisal and Improvement of thElementary Schools,

Try-out Edition, Bulletin No. k3, 945, p. 50.
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In the school the objective is to make drama democratic.

All pupils are given the opportunity to express themselves

creatively, and in this way they develop tastes and standards

for a worth-while means of common en joyment.8 6  They play-

act in such ways that their activities are readily under-

standable to their fellows, and in the development of the

drama they should be given as much freedom in exercising

their imaginations and creativeness as is compatible with

the over-all purpose and fundamental needs of the learning

situations involved at the time.

The Texas State Department of Education has formulated

five levels of dramatics and auditorium activities for the

elementary school, to be used in evaluating these phases of

the school program. These five levels are quoted below,

the first representing the simplest and least commendable

form of dramatics and auditorium activities, and the fifth

including the best procedures and techniques for these

fields in the elementary grades. In other words, the five

levels are a progressive advance from lowest to highest in

attainment for auditorium activities. It is easy to notice

the coming in of modern conceptions of democratic play and

of urgent emphasis upon pupil participation as these levels

progress from lowest to highest:

3 6Miller, _ . jl., p. 33.
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Level I

Opportunities for dramatic experiences are very
limited, consisting in some of the pupils taking part
in occasional assembly programs. These programs are
usually ones in which pupils give memorized speeches
which have no relationship to their class work.
Since these assemblies are held infrequently and only
a few pupils take part each time, not many pupils
have opportunity to take an active part in auditorium
activities.

Level II

Some of the children in each room have oppor-
tunity to participate in dramatics by taking part in
plays that are presented in assembly as the teachers
take turns having their classes put on programs at
the assemblies which are held regularly once or twice
a month. The play, which is unrelated to the work
of the class, is selected by the teacher. All of the
selection of the cast, and the planning of the cos-
tumes and scenery is done by the teacher. The best
actors in the class are selected and much time is
spent practicing the play. The children are so in-
tent on giving the correct words and actions that
little pleasure results. Since all pupils in school
attend the assembly, the play often is not suitable
for the entire audience.

Level III

Children engage in dramatic play in the class-
room by dramatizing a story read or some episode or
event studied in social studies. Since participation
in these informal dramatic performances requires no
special talent, all pupils are given a chance to par-
ticipate, thus providing dramatic experience for all
types of pupils. The plays given for assemblies are
still chosen by the teacher, but since assemblies
are held for certain grade groups rather than for the
school as a whole, the play can be better suited to
the audience. The experiences which the children
have had in dramatic play enable them to participate
in some of the planning in reference to the presen-
tation of the play.

01" MaWwwwwwway"". i
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Level IV

Classroom plays are often the culmination of
units in the various subject matter fields. These
plays are planned and produced by the pupils, as they
plan the scenes to be given, write the play, choose
the characters, and plan and make the scenery and
costumes. The teacher gives assistance when needed.
Constructive criticism is given by both fellow stu-
dents and the teacher as the play progresses. Be-
cause of the wide variety of activities involved in
planning and producing such plays, all pupils in the
room have an opportunity to participate. Much pleas-
ure results from this creative enterprise. When a
class achieves a production that is of interest to
another group, this group is invited to the produc-
tion.

Level V

In addition to the classroom plays growing out of
class work, the pupils plan and give plays in observ-
ance of special days. All classroom plays become an
integral part of the school program for the group pro-
ducing the play since social studies, language arts,
art, and music all contribute to the planning and pro-
ducing. When one of these plays is considered to be
of interest to several other groups, the play is given
in the assembly, with pupils presiding and taking
charge of the entire production. In addition to the
above type of assembly which only the primary grades
or only the upper grades attend, there are some as-
semblies in which children of all grades are mingled
in the same program features as well as in the audience.
These may include such programs as pageants, shadow
plays, festivals, etc. The contribution of each group
to this program is planned by the pupils and the plan-
ning and producing of their part of the program becomes
an int ral part of the classroom program for the
group.

That it contain some element of the unexpected is the

first principle of a successful assembly or auditorium program.

8 Texas State Department of Education, _2p. cit., p. 50.
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If the school is permitted to reach the point at which the

pupils come to expect a routine sort of meeting, then the

assembly or the auditorium period has lost its effectiveness

as a vital force in the educational program of the school.

Variety is important.

While the school will furnish the greater part of the
material for the meetings, through individual and
group music, recitations, monologues and dialogues,
occasional one-act plays, occasional exhibitions by
gymnasium and dancing classes, demonstrations by
physics and science classes, and speeches, lectures,
or demonstrations by members of the faculty, yet it
will be wise to encourag ' a program of outside apeak-
ers and artists as well.08

This outside talent is capable of providing something dif-

ferent in the way of entertainment and learning situations,

and its chief value lies in its ability to lend variety to

the programs.

But it should be remembered at all times that some of

the most enjoyable and profitable assemblies are those which

grow out of class activities. -When class demonstrations are

given at the assembly hour, they usually meet with the high-

est approval and pleased response of the entire school, es-

pecially if they are particularly well done. Such activi-

ties help to build higher standards for class work and sup-

ply a strong motive for more adequate preparation of sub-

ject-matter materials. Programs of this type help to keep

88Jordan, 9p_. cit., p. 63.
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the entire school informed of the "high points" existing

within the school. Not only are the pupils highly enter-

tained and informed, but also wholesome enthusiasm is built

up toward the school and its work.A9

The wise administrator will impress upon his teachers

the fact that the assembly is, at its best and to a consid-

erable degree, an outgrowth of classroom projects and learn-

ing situations. This attitude on the part of the teachers

often prevents blundering into projects and undertakings

which are totally unfit for presentation in the assembly.

A wholesome attitude toward assemblies and auditorium

work on the part of the teacher means that she takes an in-

ventory of her subject materials, selects that which lends

itself readily to dramatization, and works her classroom

projects along this line. Then, when the time comes for

her class to put on an assembly program, she already has

her material selected and, with a few rehearsals, she and

her group have something worthy of presentation which has

grown normally and logically out of the activities and

learning situations in the c las s room. 9 0

An excessive use of outside performers for school pro-

grams is often an indication of poor planning for assemblies

89plowers, 2p, cit., pp. 7-8.

9 %agner, 2p. cit., p. 29.
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and auditorium work on the part of the teachers and adminis-

trators. When no pupil program is ready at the appointed

time, someone hurriedly rushes out into the community and

brings in some talented individual to fill in the gap.

Outside performers should be used, of course, to lend

variety and interest to the school programs, but out-of-

school talent should never be brought in to the exclusion

of many worth-while programs the pupils themselves could

prepare and present. Certainly the great majority of the

programs for the year should be the work of students. 9 1

Outside speakers should not be brought into the school

situation unless their subject matter is in a definite,

planned way connected with the work going on in the school,

or unless the topic and the way in which it is presented

will be valuable in giving new directions to some phase of

school life. "The introduction of the right outside speaker,

at the opportune time, can be of real service, but too often

the utilization of an outside speaker is just a lazy way of

neglecting an educational opportunity." 9 2

Three fundamental characteristics of a good assembly

are that it be interesting, instructive, and inspiring.93

91Flowers, p. cit., p. 11,.

9 2 Fretwell, Extra-curricular Activities in Secondary
schools, p. 249.

9 3 Ralph W. Pringle, Adolescence and Jigh School Prob-
lems, p. 309.



McKown has formulated the following principles of a good

school program for assembly or auditorium period:

In the first place, it is reasonable that the

material presented shall be suitable to the age and

understanding of the students who compose the audi-

ence. . . .
A second principle is that the program should be

and look as natural as possible. Naturalness depends

upon naturalness of form and naturalness of setting.

In the third place, . . . any program should have

variety. It should not be made up exclusively of

demonstration, dramatization, debating, or speaking.

. . . Even in a program of music there must be pleas-

ing variety. . .
Fourth, some opportunity for the audience to par-

ticipate should be provided, in the devotionals, in

the singing, in tests, in personal applications of

the material, and in other ways. . . .
Further, a reasonably high standard in the me-

chanics of presentation should be attained. To a

certain extent this will depend on the age and ex-

perience of the performers, and no standards which
will be inconsistent with their ability and aptitude

should be required. But much time can be wasted in

rehearsing. . . .
A last important principle is that the assembly

program shall include much good music. The average
pupil will never have a single lesson in music of any

kind, but, through the assembly program, he will have

an opportunity for learning something about this all-

important field which will be represented, more or

less, in every week of his life. There should be

variety both in typs and in presentation. . . . 9

Those responsible for the planning, development, and

presentation of assembly or auditorium programs in the

school should keep in mind the following fundamental prin-

ciples underlying auditorium programs in the school:

1. Assembly programs should have both educa-
tional and inspirational value. . .

94McKown, 2p,. cit ., pp. 61-64.
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2, The program should be educational and not re-
ligious.. . .

3. The program should have interesting variety.

4. The entire work of the school should be rep-
resented. . .

5. Wide participation in the programs should be
encouraged. .

6. The main objective should be the education
of the audience rather than the education of the
performers. . . .

7. Some definite provision should be made for
setting standards for programs. . .

8. The number of outside performers should be
limited. . .

9. Wherever possible, announcements should be
kept off the program, . . .

10. The various forms of demonstration, exhibi-
tion, and dramatization should be utilized as much
as possible. . .

11. Attractive songs should be used for assembly
singing. . .

12. Assembly programs should be closely super-
vised by competent teachers and committees. . . .

13. The assembly should be held in regularly
scheduled periods. . . .

14. A full period should be devoted to the pro-
gram....

15. There should be one regular weekly assembly
program. . .

16. An assembly schedule should be made up by
the central committee. . . .

17. Few or no rigid rules for keeping order in
the audience should be set. . . . 95

Exploratory programs illustrating the work of a cur-

ricular or of an extracurricular subject or activity are a

source of much good material in which pupils may actively

participate. A record of these and of all other programs

should be kept for the use of the assembly committee or of

the auditorium teacher responsible for preparing or planning

95Ibid., pp. 12-21.
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the schedule of programs for the semester or the year.96

Programs which are found to be outstanding may be repeated

year after year, with possible variations if the situation

seems to make them advisable.

Since the assembly is a school project, provisions

should be made for the entire student body to attend. The

assembly program is for the development of the students,

and their attendance should be taken as a matter of course.

The question of lack of attendance becomes a problem only

when the pupils are bored by a series of uninteresting and

monotonous programs. If the programs are carefully planned,

logically developed, and effectively presented, few, if any,

of the pupils will seriously object to going to assembly. 9 7

It has already been mentioned that no rigid rules for

the maintenance of order in the school audience should be

enforced. In earlier years, pupils entered the assembly

hall marching rigidly at attention, stood stiffly at their

seats until all had entered the hall, and then sat down

together at a signal from the principal. Throughout the

program, they might be required to sit with arms folded or

to maintain some other unnatural and tiring posture. Ac-

cording to modern conceptions, however,

96 Roemer, Allen, and Yarnell, p. cit., p. 330.

9 7Wagner, _p. cit., p. 36.
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The main function of education is to teach the child
and not to delight the visitor or warm the princi-
pal's heart with an exhibition of student maneuvers;
and anything which must be justified on the basis
of tradition probably has no justification at all.

Of course, the students should not be allowed
to "go rough-house" on entering the auditorium, but
setting strict and artificial regulations is just
far at the other extreme. If we are training the stu-
dent for citizenship, we should train him in pro-
cedures and practices that are those, or resemble
those, in which he, as an adult, will engage and no
those which he, as an adult, will have to unlearn.9

Pupils, then, while in the auditorium, are to assume a bear-

ing of natural ease rather than of rigid formality. It is

believed that a feeling of comfort and of reasonable free-

dom of movement is conducive to a higher degree of learning

and of enjoyment than is true in a situation in which rigid

discipline is enforced.

In the succeeding chapter, a brief discussion of the

philosophy of auditorium work will be presented, followed

by a listing of certain criteria formulated from the ma-

terials reviewed in the present chapter. These criteria

will be utilized in the evaluation of auditorium work as

it exists in the elementary schools of Dallas, Texas.

98McKown, P _cit., pp. 22-23.



CHAPTER III

PHILOSOPHY AD CRITERIA OF

AUDITORIUM WORK

Philosophy

In order to understand the place and function of audi-

torium practices as they now prevail, it. is highly desira-

ble to present a brief discussion of the basic philosophy

that has been responsible for this unit of the school pro-

gram. The auditorium represents the culmination of the be-

liefs and practices of leading educators of the past two

centuries.

In the eighteenth century Rousseau held that education

is life, but limited it to the individual. Pestalozzi bor-

rowed many ideas from Rousseau and enlarged upon them. He

openly declared that education should meet the needs of so-

ciety rather than be limited exclusively to the needs of the

individual. He even went so far as to advocate objective

teaching, which is the foremost procedure in present audi-

torium practices. Froebel advocated self-expression, self-

activity, co-operative effort, and social participation.

Certainly these are the basic teachings which the auditorium

sets forth. Herbart set up morality and character as aims
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in education. He, like Pestalozzi, emphasized the supremacy

of society over the individual. Thorndike is responsible

for the emphasis upon individual differences. The audi-

torium makes use of his teachings by attempting to provide

a place for every child, according to his ability.1

The fundamental objectives of the activity school may

be stated as follows:

Child initiative, self-activity, child inter-
est, and self-expression. Not education as conformity
forced upon one from without, but creative activities
from within. The child as artist, poet, composer. A
new emphasis on the place of creative originality in
life. Providing the child with an atmosphere con-
ducive to self-expression in every respect -- letting
him express himself in words, dancing, art, music, or
permitting him to model, carve, enact plays, render
orations, and the like. Whatever the route, each
child is given an opportunity for expression.2

Kilpatrick further advanced the evaluation of the pres-

ent curriculum by advocating that all learning should be

brought about through purposeful activities and that the

school should furnish the pupils opportunities to plan, to

execute, and to judge the results of their own actions.

John Dewey says in his Human Nature and Conduct:

We cannot change habit directly: that notion
is magic. But we can change indirectly by modify-
ing conditions and by an intelligent selection and
weighing of the objects which influence the fulfill-
ment of desire. . . . We must work on the environ-
ment, not merely the hearts of men. . . . Taste,

1 John T. Wahlquist, The Philsophy of American Educa-
tion, p. 20.

cIbid., p. 2.
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appreciation, and effort always spring from some ob-
jective situation. . . . Taste and desire represent
a prior objective fact recurring3in action to se-

cure perpetuation and extension. 3

Each pupil is a social being and lives in a changing so-

ciety. Children must have guidance in learning to respect

the rights of others, to work with others, and to observe

the courtesies and pleasantries of life which make it pos-

sible for people to live and work together successfully and

happily.4

In an article entitled "The Trend of the Activity Cur-

riculum," Bobbitt has written:

Life is doing things. For abundance of human
living we need to do a great number and variety of
things. For success in human living we need to do
these things reasonably well. We shall use skills
as means, and knowledge as means, but the end or ob-

jective, is the living itself -- successful, abun-
dant, humanistic, continuous, now, tomorrow, next
year, and on through the allotted span of years. 5

Educators realize that the supreme function of the

school is the building of wholesome, many-sided, yet inte-

grated personalities. They also realize that these person-

alities are formed by their daily practice of certain atti-

tudes and actions. In their book, Modern Practices in the

Elementary School, 1ockett and Jacobsen state:

3John Dewey, Human Nature and Conduct, pp. 20-22.

J. R. McGaughey, An Evaluation of the Elementary
School, p. 22.

5Franklin Bobbitt, "The Trend of the Activity Curricu-
lum," Elementary School Journal, XXXV (December, 1934), 10.
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If we want socially sensitive and socially dis-
posed individuals, school experiences must be per-
meated with the spirit of co-operative endeavors,
in which pupils share responsibilities and successes.
If we wish poised and integrated personalities, the
school program must facilitate emotional stability,
social adjustment in an atmosphere of security and
of sympathetic unders tanding. If we aim to develop
confident, self-reliant individuals, we must build
confidence through a program of success, in which
the child continually grows in ability to assume re-
sponsibility for his own decisions and behavior.
If we value integrity of character, the school must
encourage both emotional and intellectual sincerity
on the part of the child, even though he may react
differently from the other children or the teacher.
If purposiveness, perseverance, and enthusiasm are
desirable qualities, children must be permitted and
helped to set up worthy purposes which they can carry
through enthusiastically to successful conclusions.
If open-minded respect for fact and truth is a de-
sirable characteristic, many opportunities for prac-
ticing the scientific attitude must be provided in
children's school experience. If appreciation and
enjoyment of the beautiful are worth-while, the school
must provide time and opportunity for these experi-
ences. If happiness and good fellowship are constit-
uents of the good life, tfr school must show the child
how they can be attained.

At present, socialization, which assumes the introduc-

tion to the group activities that bring pupils into contact

with real-life experiences, underlies all modern curriculums.

Mary Sheehan, quoting Marion Trabue, says:

Failure in the art of living is the most tragic
failure one can make. Children should be taught to
appreciate the things and people about them. The
school should assume its responsibility for those
traits which make life pleasant and worth living.

6JohnA. ockett and E. W. Jacobsen, Modern Practices
in the Elementary School, pp. 6-7.
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It should be the laboratory f or the teaching and

practice of the amenities of social intercourse].

The auditorium is the center for all socially motivated

activities within the school. 8 No better name could be

given the auditorium than that of the laboratory of life

furnished by the school. Of course, no definite period

should be set aside for teaching citizenship, or for prepa-

ration for life in a democratic government, as these teach-

ings should permeate the whole school curriculum; but any-

thing left to chance invites failure. If the social life

of the school is to function as it should, then provision

should be made for it in order that it may have a daily

significance. It is not what is done once or twice with

every ounce of strength and effort that counts: it is what

is done regularly.9

This concept is in accordance with McKown 's theory

that to be a good citizen a person must have acquired the

ways and habits of a good citizen and not merely know of

what they consist; therefore, the child must be taught to

act properly. Habits are made through practice, and for

this reason practice in making proper actions is necessary.

T Mary A. Sheehan, Extra-curricular Activities in a

Junior h School, p. 13.

Rugg and Shumaker, 2p. cit., pp. 298-299.

9Ibid., p. 24.
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The auditorium affords opportunities f or just such practice

as is needed.

In order to give the auditorium worth, meaning, and in-

terest, the auditorium period must occur regularly, fre-

quently, and not sporadically If this plan is not followed,

the auditorium period will become accidental, haphazard,

and lacking in interest and meaning for the pupils.10

It is assumed that

on the democratic level each individual is a leader,
each individual carries full responsibility for the
group achievement, each individual voluntarily per-
forms his part in conformity with the adopted plan
even though a director may be necessary to co-ordi-
nate the efforts of the different individuals .1 1

Teachers of children in school are charged by society

with the responsibility of socializing them and making them

not only into good citizens now and tomorrow, but also into

individuals whose outlooks on life in all its ramifications

are healthy and well-adjusted. 1 2

Every medium of expression a child uses has in it an

aesthetic value that should never be overlooked, and con-

stantly improving form and technique ought to result from

the continuing use of it. 1 3

1 0 Wagner, 2p. cit., pp. 28-29. 1 1 Ibid., p. 349,

12 Averill Lawrence, The Psychology of the Elementary
Child, p. 57.

13 Ibid., p. 252.
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Auditorium activities represent a definite period in

the school day set aside for meeting the needs of future

citizenship by stressing all the general objectives of edu-

cation. Some are stressed more than others, since the audi-

torium is an especially fertile field for achieving those

aims which have to do with the development of group con-

sciousness so necessary in a democratic government. The

auditorium is a source of inspiration for carrying out in-

dividual and group projects.14

Criteria for Auditorium Work

In the preceding chapter a somewhat detailed discussion

of recommended practices, procedures, and techniques in audi-

torium work has been presented. It is the purpose of this

section of the present chapter to summarize the preceding

discussion by means of the formulation of a series of cri-

teria for auditorium work. These criteria, it is believed,

are among the fundamental characteristics which should be

found in any effective program of auditorium activities,

and at the same time they may serve as guides for auditorium

teachers who are desirous of achieving the highest possible

values in educational worth and socialized experience from

the school auditorium. No claim is made that these cri-

teria are all-inclusive, but it is felt that they should be

l 4peckstein and McGregor, op. cit., pp. 230-231.
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taken into consideration by auditorium teachers interested

in doing the most effective work possible with their audi-

torium classes. These criteria will serve, also, as the ba-

sis for evaluating the auditorium work in the elementary

schools of Dallas, Texas, as indicated in printed or mimeo-

graphed materials distributed by the school system in that

city for the help and guidance of teachers of auditorium

work. The criteria follow, and it should be pointed out

that they are not listed in any particular order as to sig-

nificance or worth. For each criterion, the source is

cited in footnotes.

1. The auditorium should be one of the most important

places in the elementary school where children learn to be

social beings, where they learn to make the most of them-

selves and of their capabilities, and where they learn to

co-operate with others in carrying out worth-while, satis-

fying, and educationally valuable activities15

2. The auditorium should be the clearing house for

the entire school, where all departments, classes, and

home rooms put forth their best creative efforts for their

own enjoyment and possibly for the edification of the entire

school.16

15Davis, op.. cit., p. 354.

l6Ibid.
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3. The auditorium is the center for all socially mo-

tivated activities within the school.17

4. The dominant tone in the auditorium should be doing,

not listening. 8

5. The auditorium should serve to broaden the inter-

ests and concepts of the pupils from those centered solely

within the school to those existing outside the school within

the community.19

6. In the auditorium, pupils should be encouraged,

first of all, to plan to do something worth-while and chal-

lenging and to make themselves understood to their audience.

In this way the auditorium gives practice in the organiza-

tion and presentation of materials and in quick and clear

thinking.20

7. Among the most important- objectives of auditorium

work are the following: acquisition of general information,

inspiration, development of poise and self-control before

an audience, recreation, entertainment, motivation of extra-

curricular activities, moral training, development of ap-

preciation, cultivation of high ideals of citizenship both

in school and in the community, development of leadership

17 Rugg and Shumaker, gjp. cit., pp. 298-299.

l8 Ibid. 1 9Wagner, ._cit., p. 41.

20Ibid., p. 12.
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abilities, and training in self-expression and the use of

initiative.21

8. The auditorium strives to develop friendliness,

tolerance, open-mindedness, and co-operativeness by bring-

ing the child into life experiences which are richer, fuller,

and more meaningful than the formal classroom can provide. 2 2

9. The auditorium should be a source of wholesome en-

tertainment as well as of educational values. Those who su-

pervise auditorium activities must never forget that whole-

some entertainment appeals to young people and that they

have a right to it, in school as well as out.23

10. Participation by all pupils in the class in some

phase of auditorium work at all times is highly desira-

ble.24

11. All auditorium programs should be required to at-

tain a minimum standard of excellence. Standards must not

be too rigid, nor too high, as it must be recognized that

many performers lack experience in appearing before audi-

ences. The purpose of the standards is not to strive for

professional excellence or for perfection, but rather to in-

sist that each performer do his best, considering his age,

experience, and other limitations.25

21Fretwell, 2p. cit., p. 220.

22M1i11er, p_. cit., p. 30. 2 3 Wagner, p. cit., p. 11.

LkRoemer, Allen, and Yarnell, ,p. cit., p. 315.

2 5Ibid.
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12. Regardless of the type of program offered in the

auditorium, it should have (I) a definite purpose , (2) adap-

tation to the group, (3) effective communication to the au-

dience, and (4) appropriateness to the occasion and the

setting.26

13. Simple drama should be given an important role

in auditorium programs. Informal creative dramatic activi-

ties are among the most useful and meaningful experiences

and serve to crystallize valuable learnings and knowledge.

The educational values residing in dramatics are many, in-

cluding opportunities for the development of creative ex-

pression, self-confidence, poise, initiative, responsi-

bility, and co-operativene ssv.2

14. Three fundamental characteristics of a good assem-

bly or auditorium program are that it must be interesting,

instructive., and inspiring.28

2Eagner, p cit., p. 9.

27Texas State Department of Education, op. cit., p. 50,

2SPringle, 22 cit. , p. 309.
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CHAPTER IV

FUNCTIONS A)ND TECBRIQUES OF AUDITORIUM

WORK IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

OF DALLAS, TEXAS

It is the purpose of this chapter to present a study

of recognized purposes and functions of the auditorium in

the elementary schools of Dallas, Texas, and of represen-

tative effective techniques utilized in the auditorium in

teaching and learning situations . All of the information

contained in this chapter is taken from published or mimeo-

graphed materials issued by special committees of audi-

torium teachers in the Dallas elementary schools . It is

impossible to present all available information in the

brief scope of this chapter, but it is hoped that an under-

standing may be derived of general concepts of auditorium

work and of the ways in which it is carried out in the Dal-

las elementary schools.

At the conclusion of the chapter an effort is made to

evaluate the functions and techniques of auditorium work

as they exist in the Tallas elementary schools on the basis

of the criteria previously established from the writings of

authorities in the fields of education and of auditorium

work.
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Organization

An orderly entrance into the auditorium is the first

step in the development of proper attitudes toward audi-

torium work. If pupils can be trusted to find their seats

quietly and in an orderly manner, they should be permitted

to take the seats of their choice. Seats may be assigned,

but it is preferable to allow freedom of choice in the seat-

ing arrangements if order can be maintained. There should

never be any regimented marching into the auditorium, nor

should pupils be required to sit in any given position dur-

ing the auditorium period. Comfort and informality and a

feeling of being at ease are essential to effective audi-

torium work; but order must be maintained at all times, and

no unnecessary noise or disturbance should be tolerated. 1

At the time when the platoon school was first
introduced the auditorium was undoubtedly used prin-
cipally as an administrative pigeon-hole into which
one could place a certain number of boys and girls
at stated periods of the day after all other class-
rooms, shops, laboratories, gymnasiums and play-
grounds had been filled. The resourceful teacher
who was entrusted with policing such a group no
doubt soon discovered that the children were more
easily controlled when they were actively engaged in
listening to something, watching something, or doing
something. As a consequence, motion pictures, com-
munity singing, dramatization and a number of other
activities were carried on under a general "Audi-
torium."2

1 Auditorium Bulletin, Dallas Public Schools, p. 7.

2E. B. Cauthorn, "Auditorium Activities" (mimeographed),
Dallas Public Schools, p. 5.
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Valuable training was found to be possible in these

auditorium situations by the use of parliamentary procedures,

which, at the same time, aided greatly in the maintenance of

order and quietness within the group. One of the outstand-

ing auditorium directors in the Dallas schools has written

of the use of parliamentary procedure in auditorium classes:

Auditorium directors have found by experience
that if groups are organized and work is carried on
according to parliamentary law, the most satisfac-
tory results are obtained. It helps to develop the
true democratic spirit. It trains not only in lead-
ing, but in following, both of which make for the
best American citizenship.3.

A group which is well organized saves time, reduces

discipline problems, and enables the teacher to handle

larger numbers with more efficiency. The effect upon the

pupils is far-reaching. As another auditorium director in

Dallas has written:

If parliamentary law is rightly pursued, it gives
practice in extemporaneous speaking, a sense of or-
der in an assembly, and fairness to opponents. It
gives practice in serving as officers, as committee
members; and it helps to develop the true democratic
spirit.4

The careful organization of all auditorium classes and

the establishment of a definite procedure trains children

to become more or less independent of the auditorium director

3 Ethel Thomas Sherman, "Organization and General Pro-
cedure" (mimeographed), Dallas Public Schools, p. 1.

4 Callie Maffett, "Organization and Routine," Auditorium
Activities, Book II, Dallas Public Schools, p. 13.
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and gives them the sense of ability and initiative of their

own.5

The Auditorium Teacher

According to a former superintendent of schools in Dal-

las, "No school agency demands more originality and more

initiative from its sponsor than does the school audi-

torium. n6

Among some circles it is the belief that the auditorium

plan and the home-room plan within the same school are not

congenial, that one replaces the other and that there is no

room for both in the same school. This concept, however,

is not necessarily true, and any modern school can be ef-

fectively conducted with both the auditorium and the home

room as active units in its organization, as is the case in

the elementary schools of Dallas. Interrelatioiships be-

tween the auditorium and the home room as conceived in the

Dallas schools are vividly stated as follows :

The home room is the place of production, the
auditorium is the place of exhibition; the home room
is the place of toil, the auditorium is the place of
enjoyment; the home room is the place of accumula-
tion, the auditorium is the place of dissemination;
the home room is the place of acquisition, the audi-
torium is the place of contribution; the home room is

5 Jewell York, "Effective Techniques I Have Used in Audi-
torium Classes" (mimeographed), a symposium, Dallas Public
Schools, p. 3.,

auditorium Activities, Book III, Dallas Public Schools,
Foreword by Norman R. Crozier, Superintendent of Schools,
p . vii.

.,.
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the place of involution, the auditorium is the place
of evolution; the home room is the place of prepara-
tion, the auditorium is the place of transformation;
the home room is the place of trial, the auditorium
is the place of triumph; the home room is the place
of information, the auditorium is the place of in-
spiration; the home room is the school workshop, the
auditorium is the hall of fine arts.

The auditorium is the heart of the school. Into
it should come the best from every department, and
out from it should flow the best to all the depart-
ments.7

The goal of every auditorium teacher should be the de-

velopment of an organization that functions without visible

direction from her. She of course must be, and should be,

the guiding and directing power, but every act that can be

done by a child and every talk that can be put into the

mouth of a child should never be done by the teacher.8  Thus

it is seen that the philosophy of the Dallas elementary

schools concedes the teacher a place of real importance but

not of dominance. She is to be an adviser and a guide

whose duty it is to see that the pupils are inspired to

put forth their best efforts in auditorium activities in

the interest of valuable learnings through experiences, per-

sonal effort, and group participation.

The true teacher, through his clarity of aim,
his sane measurement of achievement, his ability to
work out concretely the connection between interest
and effort, his insistence that good form is the key

TR. C. T. Jacobs, Principal of Richard Lagow School,
quoted in Auditorium Bulletin, Dallas Public Schools, p. 6.

8
Auditorium Bulletin, Dallas Public Schools, p. 7.
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to power and speech, gives tone to the school and
lifts teaching and the taught to a higher plane of
dignity and value. Consequently, the excellence of
the teacher's own scholarship, personality, and
character is of utmost importance to the child. Hav-
ing acquainted himself with the child's mental, phys-
ical, and spiritual needs, the teacher guides him into
a self-realization of those needs; creates an atmos-
phere of happiness in every activity;. stimulates the
pupil's thinking; sets up situations and profitable
learning experiences that will furnish him with the
fundamental tools of learning; reveals the means of
acquiring habits, skills, attitudes, and ideals es-
sential in attaining the goals of education. 9

If the teacher is to perform all of these functions and

to do them well, it is hardly necessary to state that the

effective teacher must be one who is well trained and who

is a specialist in the development and use of learning sit-

uations. Because of the unique nature of her duties, the

auditorium teacher must be particularly well qualified if

the auditorium program is to bring about the highest pos-

sible educational values for the child. Some recognized

qualifications for an auditorium director have been formu-

lated by the Dallas elementary schools as follows:

Personal Characteristics

1. Personality -- friend of pupil, teacher, and
parent

2. liberal and co-operative with faculty
3. Adaptable
4. Versatile
5. Initiative
6. Tact

9 Plan of Action, a Statement of Philos opy, Dallas Pub-
lic Schools, p. 15.
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7. Self-control
8. Adventurous (willing to try experiments)
9. Idealist -- ability to sell ideals

10. Alert and vivacious
11. Executive ability and an organizer
12. Ability to recognize good and eliminate bad
13. Strong disciplinarian; ability to handle large

groups
14. Wide and varied experiences
15. Have a belief in junior citizenship -- learn to

do by doing
16. Able to create an atmosphere of ease and freedom

on the stage, and to bring out the beauty, grace,
and charm of the player

Training

1. Special training in public speaking
2. Knowledge of play production
3. Understanding and appreciation of literature
4, Knowledge of diction
5. Training in methods of character education
6. Student of "human nature"
7. Broad contacts in ethics, morals, and modern

methods
8. Knowledge of music and folk games desirable
9. Knowledge of stage production

10. Knowledge of stage lighting.10

Purposes and Functions of
the Auditorium

In schools in which auditorium activities are a part

of the regular program, the auditorium should be looked upon

as "a true schoolroom, the work of which has a real contri-

bution and is worthy of men's mettle in the field of educa-

tional research, .l

1 0 Auditorium Bulletin, Dallas Public Schools, p. 26.

1 1 0authorn, _22. cit., p. 1.
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The use of the school auditorium as a phase of the edu-

cational program is both practical and impressive. Valuable

lessons may be learned, important facts may be stressed,

lasting impressions may be formulated, and sound, wholesome

thoughts may be firmly established while pupils are enter-

taining or are being entertained. Children are taught such

essentials as self-reliance, group co-operation, pride in

self and in the school, determination, and many other traits

that enter into the making of a successful life. Individual-

ity is stressed throughout all programs, and pupil partici-

pation is the cornerstone of auditorium work.12

The purpose of the auditorium in the Dallas elementary

schools has been formulated, in brief, as follows:

The all-round development of the child as a worthy
member of his school, home, and community by furnish-
ing

1. Outside life problems.
2. Proper contact between school and community.
3. Character and personality development.
4. Awareness of the activities of community,

state, and nation; in a word, preparation
for life in a democracy.13

One of the auditorium teachers in Dallas has stated

that the objectives of auditorium work are "to encourage

good citizenship, good listening, co-operation, and teamwork

as suited to the understanding and abilities of the various

1 2Auditorium Activities, Book II, Foreword by Norman R.
Crozier, Superintendent of Schools, Dallas, Texas, p. 9.

13 "Course of Study, Auditorium Supplement" (mimeo-
graphed), Dallas Public Schools, 1946, p. ii.
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age groups who regularly attend auditorium. n14 Another audi-

torium director in these schools has defined the purposes

of auditorium work at the elementary level as follows:

1. Discovering and training special abilities
in individual pupils.

2. Inspiring and developing initiative, in-
genuity, originality, and resourcefulness in response
to situations natural in auditorium activities.

3. Making it habitual to use the knowledge and
the skill acquired in other departments of school.

4. The appreciation of opportunities to gain
valuable knowledge and skill outside of school.

5. The establishment of a livelier interest in
school and community life.

6. Acquiring ability to use leisure time wisely.
7. The formation of proper habits of conduct in

public assembly.
8. A more accurate and a broader knowledge by

means of visual education.
9. Motivation of interest in other school work.

10. Increased ability to study effectively.
11. Magnifying the home and the pupil's duties

and responsibilities therein.
12. A more wholesome attitude toward other teach-

ers of the school.
13. Valuable training in social efficiency.15

The same teacher has written that the purpose of the

auditorium period in the elementary school is to provide op-

portunities and situations for the exercise and development

of abilities for which the usual classroom does not offer

opportunity. Throughout the auditorium program, "the ulti-

mate aim, as in all education, is a more thorough development

1 1 Daisy Kate Phillips, "Effective Techniques I Have Used
in Auditorium Classes" (mimeographed symposium), Dallas Pub-
lic Schools, p. 9.

1 5 Lela Lee Williams, "Objectives of Auditorium Activi-
ties, Auditorium Activities, a Source Book for Auditorium
Teachers, Dallas FublTE Schools, p. 5.

l
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of each child for complete living. 'l 6 Thus the over-all aim

of auditorium work is the same as that of all education in

its modern concept.

It has been said that the chief justification for the

existence of the auditorium in the elementary school lies in

the fact that it serves to unify all of the school's efforts.

If social efficiency is accepted as a primary goal in edu-

cation, then all departments of the school must work to-

gether toward this end, and the auditorium serves as the

means of integration. Also, it is a source of motivation

for varied classroom activities. 1 7

One of the aims of the auditorium is that of giving

each child an opportunity for individual work on the stage. 1 8

In addition to actual stage work, there are numerous oppor-

tunities in the auditorium class for pupil participation

and individual initiative. Children should preside at all

meetings, and they should be given the privilege of intro-

ducing any adults who may, from time to time, appear on the

programs or come as visitors to the class . The children

enjoy these responsibilities and derive many values from

them, and adults appreciate the children's efforts . 1 9

1l 6 Ibid.

l7uditorium Bulletin, Dallas Public Schools, p. 17.

18zinn Brooks "Effective Techniques I Have Used in
Auditorium Classes (mimeographed symposium), Dallas Public
Schools, p. 2.

1 9 Louise Paulus, ibid., p. 10.
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In the ideal auditorium class in the Dallas elementary

schools,

the children take complete charge of the class in the
beginning of each lesson, using parliamentary pro-
cedure. Each class has a president, secretary, vice-
president, assistant secretary, chairman, and critic.
The class officers take their places around a table
;in front of the class. ... The chairman reports to
the class what work they will do_ if he knows from
the material and instructions [the teacher has] pre-
viously given him. If he does not know, he asks [ the
teacher] to help them and turns the meeting over to
[the teacher],. If the work is a continuation of the
previous day's work, the chairman takes the book,
papers or lesson materials and calls on children in-
dividually or in groups to respond. If the lesson
is such that the stage and properties are necessary,
the chairman asks the stage managers to set the stage,
then for the announcer and characters to take their
places and begin work. . . .

The president appoints the flag bearers, the
chairman, and the critic every two weeks. 2 0

Every child in the class should be given an opportunity

to appear on an auditorium program, and the more often, the

better. Given such privileges under guidance and encour-

agement, "the 'ugly duckling' oftentimes develops into a

'beautiful swan. it21

No effort should be made to present all activities in

the auditorium as "show work." Audience participation is

fully as important as the education and training of the per-

formers, and should be given emphasis in all programs in

which such is possible. Many devices can be utilized for

2 0 Eula Faye Reynolds, ibid., p. 7.

21Jewell York, ibid., p. 3.
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giving all of the children a chance to have some part in

the program.22 When demonstrations of right and wrong ways

of doing things are given, or when the selection of the most

desirable of several ways is provided for in the program,

the advance that an audience vote or expression of opinion

is to be made at the end of the program stimulates audience

participation and interests3

Memory work, short plays, poems, and other materials

are often taught to the class by the teachers, either as a

choral-reading performance or as a group activity. In this

way each child is made to feel a sense of responsibility for

memorization, articulation, enunciation, pronunciation,

and inflection.24

Plays are often cast by the pupils themselves,
choosing those who in their estimation give best
interpretation after try-out. The desire on the
part of pupils to be cast furnishes sufficient in-
centive for expression of his sic.] creative abil-
ity, imagination, ingenuity, and originality and
makes him desire to appear individualistic.

Some plan for honoring outstanding pupils for good con-

duct, good speech, good memory work, and so on, encourages

stronger effort on the part of the- individual and promotes

class interest. 26

2 2Auditorium Bulletin, Dallas Public Schools, p. 25.

2 3 Ibid.

2ktonnie M. Harford, "Effective Techniques I Have Used
in Auditorium Classes" (mimeographed symposium), Dallas Pub-
lic Schools, p. 9,

25 Ibid. 2 6 Jewell York, ibid., p. 3.
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Kindly criticism, either favorable or unfavorable,

should be a part of the contribution by the audience to the

success of auditorium work. The teacher, of course, must be

alert to see that time is not wasted on foolish and useless

criticisms, and pupils should be carefully coached in re-

gard to points to note in making their criticisms. It must

be understood that criticism is not fault-finding, but a

means of mutual assistance in the interest of improvement.

The right kind of criticism can be encouraged by selecting

as the class critics those pupils who habitually render the

most worth-while and helpful criticisms of their class-

mates. 2 7  Criticism, of course, should not be limited to the

observations of the official class critics, but a period of

free discussion should be provided in which all members of

the class have the privilege of pointing out favorable and

unfavorable phases of the work that they have noted. Such a

plan of criticism "creates a spirit of helpfulness, fair-

ness, and interested attention."28

The best results have been obtained when the auditorium

work has been carefully and consciously correlated with

other departments in the school. 2 9 The auditorium seeks ,

27Auditorium Bulletin, Dallas Public Schools, p. 25.

28 Louise Paulus, "Effective Techniques I Have Used in
Auditorium Classes" (mimeographed symposium), Dallas Public
Schools, p. 10.

2 9 Wilma Stewart, ibid., p. 5.
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through the medium of pleasure, "to support the entire work

of the school in its efforts to establish the principles of

true citizenship, initiative, graceful poise, and of whole-

some living in general. n30

Correlation with other departments of the school
is not an admission of weakness on the part of the
auditorium, but rather a basis for argument to the
contrary. In the beginning the auditorium did stand
more or less strictly on its own feet. It can con-
tinue to do so, ard not without considerable value
to the children; but its value is greatly enhanced
when the auditorium policy is one of correlation
with all the other departments of the school.3 1

There should not only be a carry-over from the home
room to the auditorium, but also a rebound from the
auditorium. This happens when topics such as safe-
ty, fire prevention, and thrift are under discussion
in the auditorium. The home-room teacher can easily
capitalize upon the information received in the audi-
torium and secure interesting creative returns from
the pupils in their English work,32

In the upper grades the correlation between the
auditorium and the other departments is even more
important than in the lower grades, as the auditorium
director is held responsible for all assembly programs.
These programs should be the outgrowth of either
classroom, club, or special department activities of
the school. Ofttimes contributions from several are
combined. Assembly programs should be planned four
to six weeks in advnce, with the provision that if a
need arises f or a different kind of program in the
meanwhile, the one scheduled can be postponed. This
is just one of the many advantages which programs

3 0Blanche G. Smith, "Equipment of Auditorium," Audi-
torium Activities, _a Source Book for Auditorium Teachers,
Dallas Public Schools, p. 5.

3 1 Auditorium Bulletin, Dallas Public Schools, p. 17.

3 2 Ibid.
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presented by the pupils have over those presented by
outside talent. By careful planning every pupil is
enabled to take part at least once during the term
(and more often if possible) on the assembly program.
The auditorium director, having a supply of program
material on hand, can be of great help to the other
teachers in planning their assembly programs . Also
each assembly program needs at least one rehearsal
in the auditorium under the supervision of the audi-
torium teacher. A schedule should be kept in the of-
fie listing available practice periods and the dif-
ferent clubs or classe can sign up for the practices.
This avoids conflicts. 3

Drama and Speech in the Auditorium

The nature of auditorium work being what it is, it be-

comes unnecessary to emphasize the fact that dramatic activi-

ties are among the most worth-while and frequently used of

all procedures in the auditorium class. In the Dallas ele-

mentary schools it is believed that

Dramatization is a wonderful agency for teach-
ing patriotism, ethics, art, and expressive reading,
and it is also an excellent means of correcting de-
fects. . .

Free dramatization is creative. By free drama-
tization we understand the acting out of a story by
children who use their own words and actions. By so
doing,hy play the part of both the actor and the
author.

Drama is effective in producing a better mind in a bet-

ter body. It brings about keener perception, surer judg-

ment, better reasoning, sounder emotions, and a stronger

will. It is effective, also, in maintaining order and sys-

tem within the group.

34Ibid., pp. 13-14.
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By nature, children are dramatic. They become, almost

in reality, the kings, fairies, and heroes that they picture

in their imaginations. They become these characters with

such intense interest and pleasure that educators realize

the worth of permitting them to indulge their dramatic in-

stinct, not so much formally, with stage settings, as spon-

taneously and naturally. If dramatization among elementary

pupils does nothing more than arouse a keener interest in

reading, or develop a more expressive voice, or develop

freedom and grace in the bodily attitudes and movements,

it is well worth-while,

We believe that by means of the dramatic story the
child not only will learn more easily the lesson
to be taught, but will also overcome serious faults
in reading and speech. The dramatic appeal of the
study will cause him to lose himself in the charac-
ter he is impersonating, and will result in natural-
ness.35

It is not the purpose of dramatization in the elemen-

tary school to produce actors, but rather to aid in the

growth of imaginative, natural children, stimulating their

memories, enriching their store of knowledge, and increasing

their vocabulary. From class projects in dramatics, they

obtain a knowledge of team work and come to realize how

necessary is the effort of each individual to the success

of the group undertaking.3 6

35 Alma T. Dickson, "Dramatization," Auditorium Activi-
ties, a Source Book for Auditorium Teachers, Dallas Public
Schools, p. 10.

36 Auditorium Bulletin, Dallas Public Schools, p. 14.
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In addition to being naturally dramatic, most children

are naturally musical, or at least they enjoy music. This

art, assuredly, should have a prominent place in the work

of the auditorium class.

It is not necessary to have music on every pro-
gram; but if it is used, the psychological place is
first. It has a unifying effect, creates a social
atmosphere, and gives the entire group a part on the
program.

There is little or no excuse for paraphrased
music. There is so much that is fine in literature
an music that we question the value of the time spent
on any other than the best. Through auditorium and
assembly programs, we seek to. develop in the child
the power to distinguish the good from the bad. We
defeat this purpose when we use any but the most
worth-while materials.

Our old and cherished songs originated from the
emotions of the people. Therefore, the sentiment is
in the words.

Paraphrasing destroys the value of the song as
far as the musical repertoire in the life of the
child is concerned. 3 7

Every day in the modern world, the need for better

speech training is becoming more evident. As is true of

all types of wholesome training for children, the earlier

it is begun in life, the more effective it will be. If a

child can learn early in life to express his thoughts before

a group, he will be spared the mental agony suffered by the

majority of people who are called upon to speak in public.

If speech were carefully correlated with the work of all

teachers in the primary grades and continued throughout the

37Ibid., p. 10.
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upper grades, there would be a marked improvement in the

speaking ability of young people graduating from the schools

and entering business or the professions or any other field

of labor.3 8

Definite training in the fundamentals of good speech,

even in the primary grades, makes the whole class speech

conscious. At the same time, the giving of such training

often makes it possible to use the better pupils as student

assistants in helping those less capable. Choral speaking

in its various forms offers wonderful opportunities for

speech work on a wholesale plan and is perhaps the best

single plan for providing speech training simultaneously to

a large group of people..39  ' . . choral speaking .. ,

is most effective because it takes care of the large numbers

in the auditorium classes; giving more students a feeling

that they have a part in more things.,04

The primary essential in all speech is that one be

heard. The second is to be understood, and the third objec-

tive should be that of overcoming self-consciousness ,41 A

carefully planned auditorium program is invaluable in the at-

tainment of these objectives.

38Ethel Keeton, "Choral Speaking -- Auditorium" (mimeo-
graphed), Dallas Public Schools, p. 7,

3 9 York, 9 c2. it., p. 3. 40Phillips, p. c it ., p. 9.

Keeton, p. cit., p. 6.
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Story-telling is perhaps one of the most fre-
quently used methods of auditorium instruction in
the first three grades. In these grades, story-
telling must not be limited to those already in
print, for the children's own versions of their
everyday activities, both at home and at school,
are of almost equal interest to them. Although
perhaps of prime importance in the lower grades,
story-telling is invaluable throughout all the
grades not only as basig for dramatization, but also
for character training. 2

Effective Techniques Used in Auditorium
Classes in the Elementary Schools

of Dallas, Texas

In 1946 a special committee selected from among the

auditorium teachers of the elementary schools of Dallas

formulated a series of criteria by means of which to evalu-

ate the auditorium program in the schools. Every audi-

torium teacher in the city was requested to submit to the

committee her concept of what these criteria should be, or-

ganized on the basis of five progressive levels of auditorium

adequacy. When these individual criteria were received,

the committee made a careful study of all items, and formu-

lated a composite picture of means by which to determine

whether the auditorium program of a given school is in level

one, level two, level three, level four, or level five. When

this composite series of criteria had been formulated, every

auditorium teacher in the city received a mimeographed copy

to be used in evaluating her own auditorium work to determine

k2Auditorium Bulletin, Dallas Public Schools, p. 11.
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whether it was of lowest, highest, or average rank in ade-

quacy and effectiveness. These criteria, which have been

adopted as guides in planning and conducting auditorium

work, are reproduced below, organized progressively from

level one (the lowest) to level five (the highest) in re-

gard to the quality and effectiveness of auditorium work:

I. First Level

A. Auditorium period proves to be a pedagogical
waste basket -- serves as a convenience or
as an activity to which pupils might be sent
when no other room is available. Same class
comes to auditorium twice a day.

B. No integration with any of the other school
activities,. First, Second, Third, and Fourth
Grades are the only ones who come to Audi-
torium when the Upper Grades need the train-
ing which the Auditorium provides.

C. Grade levels ignored in preparation of class
schedules. Example: i5 and ? Grades sharing
same period. Result: Loss of interest on
part of 15, bewilderment on part of :2.

D. Children are not given a chance to develop
naturally. They appear only on special pro-
grams where they work under pressure and
against time; doing as the teacher says.
No imagination is awakened.

E. Willing but poorly trained director who has
no concept of value of utilization of the wide
field of auditorium.

F. A classroom or lunchroom is used instead of an
Auditorium. No special equipment.

II. Second Level

A. Little realization that the auditorium has
purposeful activity. Still used as a solu-
tion to relieve home-room situations.

B. Lack of interest still evident from other de-
partments. Auditorium looked upon as a one-
person job in the socializing process. Home-
room subjects more important than social ad-
justment.
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C. Classification of pupils still too wide
apart for successful teaching. Diversified
interests. Impossible to create common meet-
ing ground for deliberate activity in dis-
cussing "live" issues.

D. Children self-conscious and reluctant to ap-
pear on any program.

E. The teacher is inexperienced in handling
large groups. She lacks knowledge in or-
ganization. The discipline is poor.

F. Equipment fair. Auditorium on first floor
with small platform and opera seats.

III. Third Level

A. Appreciation of the worth-whileness of audi-
torium and some attempt at realization.

B. No integration with other departments of the
school. A separate unit within itself.

C. Classification of pupils nearer together in
grade levels as: Two sections of same grades
in large student bodies: (Low 5-Low 5) or
one-half grade difference -- (Low k-High 4).

D. Children show desire for an activity and re-
veal evidence of initiative and power of
self-expression.

E. Auditorium teacher has knowledge of value of
work, but lacks technique.

F. An auditorium equipped with a stage, cyclorama
and curtains and opera seats,.

IV. Fourth Level

A. Keen realization that auditorium is preparing
the pupils for citizenship by observing the
seven main objectives of education.

B. All departments co-operate as far as possible
in group creative activities.

C. Careful planning given to grade levels so that
the child will receive the greatest benefit
out of his auditorium experience.

D. All pupils participate in a democratic way.
E. Well-trained auditorium teacher who is capable

of organizing and directing well-disciplined,
purposeful, and vitalized activities ,

F. An Auditorium with stage fully equipped with
cyclorama, curtains, a lighting system, an
indoor and outdoor set, and opera seats.

MPWN
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V. Fifth Level

A. Full recognition and appreciation of the poten-
tialities of a functional auditorium program
and its fullest possible realization.

B. Auditorium is "hub" of school program. All
departments integrate the results of the daily
school experiences as they are related to
life situations.

CO Proper classification of all pupils according
to grade levels.

D. Child growth in expression through joyous
doing that tends toward the fixation of
proper speech habits and stage appearances
and at the same time producing in the child an
abiding love for the beautiful and good.

E. Two directors to each Auditorium. One director
working in a workshop room with the group pro-
ducing a play or program for Assembly. The
other director in Auditorium continuing the
Auditorium program of activities with the re-
mainder of the group. No loss of pupil or
teacher time in this method.

F. An auditorium with adequate equipment and an
additional room as a workshop. Example: A
stage with cyclorama, curtains and lighting
system. A graduating floor for opera seats.
Electrical equipment for audio-visual educa-
tion: Moving picture machine, beaded cur-
tain, heavy drapes at windows for black-out.
Radio for audio-education. A radio and vic-
trola for teaching of Music. Appreciation. A
workshop room with small stage or platfor
and space for designing and storing sets. 3

A comparison of these levels of auditorium work with

the five levels suggested by the Texas State Department of

Education (quoted on pages 59-60) is interesting and worth-

while. The Dallas criteria are much more comprehensive and

reveal a more pronounced advance from one level to another.

The fifth level, of course, is the ideal.

43"Criteria for Evaluating Auditorium in the Elementary
Schools" (mimeographed), Dallas Public Schools, pp. 1-2.

a
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Perhaps the most effective manner in which to present

some of the effective techniques employed by the auditorium

teachers in the elementary schools of Dallas is to quote

verbatim from reports written by a sampling of these teach-

ers. By no means are all of the teachers represented in

the following material, nor are all of the techniques im-

plied; rather, the following discussions are to be looked

upon as a sampling of what has been done, what is being

done, and what can be done to make auditorium work effec-

tive at the elementary level. It goes without saying that

every classroom situation and every unit of work call for

distinct approaches, objectives, and techniques for realiz-

ing the highest possible educational benefits. For this

reason, the following quotations are to be considered as

only an indication of the unlimited possibilities for edu-

cational, social, and civic growth which the auditorium can

foster within the school.

The following materials are quoted verbatim from a

mimeographed bulletin prepared under the editorship of a

special committee of auditorium teachers in Dallas. All

auditorium teachers in the city were asked to write brief

accounts of effective techniques they had employed in their

classes. These were collected and issued as a mimeographed

symposium entitled "Effective Techniques I Have Used in Audi-

torium Classes," already cited earlier in this chapter in
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several instances. The following excerpts were selected at

random and are representative examples of auditorium work

in the elementary schools of Dallas, Texas. For each quo-

tation, the teacher and her school are indicated:

Mary Shivers Phillips, Maple Lawn School:

I believe that my most effective technique in the
Auditorium has been the radio script. The National
Safety Council sends out a wonderful series called the
"Safety Story Lady." Also the Educational Radio
Script and Transcription Exchange, U. S. Office of
Education, Washington, D, C., has a list of annotated
radio scripts which are available on free loan. Radio
script reading affords opportunity for dramatic inter-
pretation without so much long memory work, it provides
continuity in thought and quick thinking in all phases
of dramatic production -- and insures program quality
and growth of appreciation of dramatic radio which
has become such a medium in the lives of our youth. . .

La Verne Sweatmon, T. G. Terry School:

To motivate and create interest in Story-Telling,
I used phonograph records of stories familiar and un-
familiar before I had the classes begin telling their
stories, I called attention to the good diction, in-
teresting manner in which the story was given, knowl-
edge of the person telling the story, about his story
and all the points stressed in Story-Telling. I
found I had better results than I had, ever had before.
(I chose the records carefully. I can recommend the
Victor and Capitol Story Records.)

In Creative Dramatics again I used the records.
The children learned the stories more easily, the
dramatizations were better and certainly the charac-
ters seemed to come to life for the children.

Safety lessons can be very out and dried unless
they are made interesting. I use safety songs and
dramatize them. I make up safety games as the safety
rule suggests. Films have aided me greatly in the
teaching of safety.

Choral Speaking is always interesting. I choose
the poem, then I begin to create interest in it by tell-
ing a little story about the poem or by telling about
the author. Then I read the poem using the rhythm and
breaks I want them to use, thus attuning their ears

;,
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to the proper sound. Then we begin learning the lines.
I find this way better than ever giving young children
lines to take away with them. . .

Ethel T. Sherman, William Lipscomb School:

1. Highly organized classes (Every one in the class
with some office to be responsible for).

2. For each special Auditorium program, allow every
pupil to be on the program (as often as will be
permitted.) It holds their interest.

3. Auditorium notebooks to keep their parts in.
4. When characters are cast for a play, allow all the

girls to try for each girl's part, and all the boys
to try for each boy's part. They are more en-
thusiastic and they feel as if the play belongs to
them.

5. When possible, have older children help with the
smaller children. It is wonderful training both
ways.

6. Be good listeners as well as good speakers.
7. Order first -- program second.

Eleanor MoKeand, City Park School:

Literally hundreds of Dallas children are leaving
school every year still making such grammatical errors
as I seen, we was, me and him git, etc. It seems to
me it is time for us to stop saying that nothing much
can be done about it as long as that is what is heard
at home. Something can and should be done about it,
and in my opinion, the place to start is in the first
srade in the Auditorium, continuing in every grade in
every classroom throughout the system.

This year in all my classes I have attempted to
give every child in every class an opportunity to prac-
tice using correctly the verb forms and pronunciations
most commonly misused. They need actual experience in
practicing the use of the correct form over and over.
Listening to the others helps the children to become
aware of the sound of the correct form.

Every child goes to the stage to participate in
short conversations on suggested subjects. Large num-
bers of children make it necessary for these conver-
sations to be more or less alike; however, each one
changes it enough to have it his. . .

-M, MOWN~
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Bettie Lee Fahm, William B. Travis School:

Techniques:
1. Story work
2. Training and practice in presiding
3. Reports from readings from auditorium library
4. Discussion of newspaper items
5. Reports on good picture shows
6. Showing films from Visual Education Department
7. Discussion of same
8. Collaboration with unit programs:

l Picture shows
2 Shadow shows
3 Glee Club programs
4 Physical education programs

9. Dramatizations of
Poems
Stories
Plays for special occasions
Well-known characters, animals, etc.

10. Riddles, occasionally
11. Training in:

(1) Americanization
Salute to the flag
Pledge of allegiance
Marks of good citizenship

2IFire prevention
Safety and obedience to safety laws

12. Picture study:
(1) Biblical (recall of various lessons

from Sunday lessons)
2 His torical
3 Classicalk.Attractive pictures from newspapers,

magazines, etc. .. ,

Irene Worsham, A. Silberstein School:

1. Choral speech is in all of my classes but es-
pecially in first and second grades.

2. "Auditorium Class Books," notebooks used with
all classes above second grade. These contain poems,
plays, talks, other assignments given them. Class
secretary cuts, assigns and gives to pupils. They
paste their material in above books. Avoids loss of
material.

3. Dramatization of stories.
4. Original plays,.
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Jewette Curtis, Cement City School:

The third grades had a flower show during the mid-
dle of April. This was in connection with poems and
stories we had read about the coming of spring. They
had planted some flowers at school that we watched
while they grew. In addition to these, they brought
cut flowers from home for the show.

This was suggested to us by this poem:

I planted shining seeds this spring!
Just tiny seeds they seemed to be.
And yet I hoped so very much
That they would change to flowers for me.

Today I saw a mist of green.
It made me very happy, so
I said a little thank-you prayer
To God, who made my flowers grow.

Eula Faye Reynolds, John Henry Brown School:

The chief technique I have used in my auditorium
classes is guidance by intellectual means. That is,
give the individual an opportunity to use his own
initiative in response to verbal guidance. This tech-
nique embraces explanation and direction, directing
attention, information of success and error, and
visual representation. . .

Preparing material for class work -- I do much re-
search work. If more than one copy of the material is
found, I cut one up and paste each part on a sheet of
notebook paper or colored construction paper for the
child to copy or study from, then to be returned to
the file cabinet. I print much of the material that
I give out to the children.

For story telling, the children come prepared with
their stories to tell. Often times many bring their
own story books or some they have checked out of the
library and want to read a story or else to show the
book in which they found the story.

Louise Paulus, 0. M. Roberts School:

1. Split parts in a play. This creates more parts
and allows an increased number of children to be
used in the play.

2. Have from one to three divisions of the same play
or dramatization. This holds the attention of
children in the audience. Very often they will
learn every part.
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3. Get plays from readers used In home rooms. This
(1) saves copying, (2) ties in with the home-room
teacher's work, (3) children have the feeling that
it is more their own play.

4. Allow other children in the auditorium to criticize
a play. This should be both good and adverse
criticism, and creates a spirit of helpfulness,
fairness, and interested attention.

5. Have all pupils repeat parts of a play in concert.
This helps to maintain interest besides learning
the parts.

6. Have children preside at all meetings and allow
them to introduce adults on a program. The chil-
dren enjoy it and adults appreciate it.

7. Allow older children, whenever possible, to help
younger ones. This fosters a spirit of helpful-
ness on one side and of appreciation on the other
side.

8. We hang a small cardboard in the rear of the audi-
torium; it is marked, "Park Your Chewing Gum Here ,'
It is easily folded up and disposed of, then re-
placed. It works quickly and effectively for
"those who forget."

9. We have a "Patrol Tree ." It was done in the art
room in water colors and is framed. 'Names of
street patrols are on the leaves.

Lois Boli, Henry Wadsworth Longfellow School:

We have an annual Story-Telling Contest which is
eagerly anticipated each year. A week before the con-
test, the teacher presents good points of story-telling.
The pupils discuss and practice these points in their
stories. The contest runs one week, Each pupil has
an opportunity to participate. At the end of the week,
the pupils of each class vote on the entrees and se-
lect the pupil who has told the best story. These are
the Blue Ribbon winners * The next week, all the Blue
Ribbon winners appear before a group of judges and
tell their stories. These judges pick a winner from
the Primary group and .a winner from the Intermediate
group. These two are the Gold Ribbon Winners. Then
an assembly is held in honor of the winners of the
Story-Telling Contest. At this assembly, the principal
presents the Blue Ribbons to the winners and the Gold
Ribbon Winners are announced and presented with their
ribbons . The two winning stories are told by the two
winning contestants. This is a muchly-coveted honor
for which the children.work hard each year.
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Helen Rogers, John H. Reagan School:

Grades 1-3
Story Time -- "Daddy Ringtail Stories" by Wesley Davis
from the Dallas Morning News -- used for pantomime,
introduced for good manners, play time activities,
citizenship, health, etc.

Grades 1-7
1. Election of new officers on the first day of each

six weeks in each class -- president, vice-presi-
dent, secretary, two sergeants-at-arms (boy and
girl).

2. Safety and fire prevention regularly on Wednesday
with committee reports for each.

3. Flag salute on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays.
Each child takes turn in taking part,

4. Regular leaders for prayers, motto, and safety
pledge.

5. Movie operators who help with the machine after
having passed tests (from the sixth and seventh
grades).

6. Each child's birthday recognized and birthday
song sung for each.

Janice Onstot, Lida Hooe School:

The technique that I find most effective in teach-
ing poems to primary auditorium classes is that of
choosing.

The poem is first read to the children; then it is
talked about, and finally re-read. The children then
begin saying the poem with me.

As soon as one child seems to have mastered it,
he is chosen to go to the stage and say the poem.
After one or two repetitions, he chooses two other
children to come and say the poem with him. They in
turn each choose one, and the process is repeated un-
til some forty are chosen.

By this time, the entire group has learned the
poem; a large number of the class has had practice in
getting on and off the stage in an orderly manner;
the stage group has learned to adjust itself to vary-
ing numbers; good stage behavior has been practiced;
and the seated group has been kept in order because
the chooser won't select a child unless he is sitting
down and behaving properly.

This same process can be used with older groups
when short little speeches on Safety, manners, or Fire
Prevention are being given.
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Zinn Brooks, Cockrell Hill School:

Laboratory Poetry

Aim: To give each child an opportunity for individual
work on the stage.
To further their appreciation of poetry.
To increase the number of poems each child will
memorize.

Method: For a short, easy poem a part of the period is
used for introduction. Then each child is given an
opportunity to read the poem from the script. The
listening children are expected to begin their .
memory work from hearing it read. When the poem
has been heard a number of times, the child who
is ready with partial memory work is permitted
to work with the script as an occasional refer-
ence. This method continues the rest of the
period.

On the second day, the poem is read a time
or two to correct any mistakes in the memory work,
The rest of the period is devoted to memory work
and interpretation from each child. With a longer
and more difficult piece the memory period is
shortened with unison or choral speaking.

Results:
Need of individual child brought into focus.
Ability to memorize poem on the whole is estab-

lished.
Good listening habits.
Increased repertoire of poems for the child.
A quiet and orderly audience.

Lela Lee Williams, James Bowie School:

I. Daily conference period seems necessary. , .

II. Auditorium Mail Box.
1. Suggestions, requests, voluntary reports.
2. Comments, compliments, participation requests.

III. Organization for semester -- Participation and
conserve time.
1. Chairman elected by class.
2. Secretary appointed by chairman.
3. Row captains elected by class.
4. Lieutenant appointed by each captain -- regular

daily routine duties.
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5. Committees -- chosen by director from volun-
teers.
Costume -- care and handling of school costumes.
Poster -- care and handling and use of posters.
Ventilation and light committee.
Visual education properties.
Stage and hall -- order (appearance) and

comfort in general.
6. Special assistants -- chosen by director.

Radio man -- operates and cares.
Curtain man -- stage curtains.
lights man -- stage lights.
Picture operator or assistant in lower grades).
Hostess -- care of visitors, courtesies.
Clerk -- cuts, staples, classifies materials

for filing. . . .

Bobbie Jones Chapman, Reinhardt School:

Poetry: Each class which consists of two or three
sections has made a book of poems which were composed
by the children themselves. Each class appointed a
committee to originate and make the cover of their -book.
Poetry contributed has been mostly about holidays and
special seasons.

Pantomimes: Another technique which has proved

successful has been that of pantomimes. One day during
each school week we have set aside for pantomimes
alone. We have pantomimes using a certain number for

different things. We have pantomimes of activities,
stories, poems, songs, safety rules, and lessons in
fire prevention.

Choral Speaking: The use of choral speaking has
been especially successful in our lower grades. We
choose short poems consisting of four to eight lines
and first read them aloud and choose those who remem-
ber specifically one line. As this group perfects the
poem which we have chosen then they each choose up to
four or five people to help them. Often times we
choose poems and say lines by different rows. This
way is more common to all, but to choose individually
first has proved more interesting in our groups.

Dramatizing: One day of each week we dramatize.
This we do with stories mostly. We may set aside days
for dramatizing fairy tales, plain stories, old fa-
miliar stories, stories taken from daily readers, and
fables. We usually limit the characters and scenes
in these dramatizations to avoid confusion.
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Telling Names: Another interesting habit which
we have after we dramatize is to come in front of the
curtain after we have pulled the last curtain and
have the characters tell their names and the character
which they portrayed. This is a help to the characters
and makes even the minor roles to seem of much more im-
portance.

Play Writing: One of our most important accom-
plishments of the year has been that of play writing.
We get a central idea from some pupil in the class and
each of us try to imagine a plot for the idea which
has been suggested. This has taught boys and girls the
meaning of plots, good from bad, and plays which are
created by the individuals themselves prove to be more
interesting to the group as a whole as well as making
the director feel as if he has really accomplished
something. We often invite other classes to see these
creative plays when the director of the play (who is
usually the writer also) has developed a good plot
and has chosen characters which play their parts ex-
ceptionally well.

Jewell York, Colonial School:

1. Careful organization of all classes and a
definite procedure established trains children to be-
come independent of the auditorium director.

2. Each child should be given an opportunity to
appear on an assembly program. The "ugly duckling"
oftentimes develops into a "beautiful swan."

3. Specific instructions for passing in and out
of the auditorium avoids much confusion and disorder.

4. Definite training in the fundamentals of good
speech makes the whole class speech conscious, and
giving such training oftentimes makes student assist-
ants out of the better students.

5. Activity drills for the primary grades, es-
pecially the first grade, get the attention of the
class and give them splendid opportunity for forming
good listening habits.

6. Definite attention to details in the matter
of dramatization finally brings about independent ac-
tivity of pupils. A stage manager trained to select
and introduce characters in a play becomes the child's
privilege as well as his responsibility instead of that
of the auditorium director.

7. Use of choral speech offers wonderful oppor-
tunities for speech work on a wholesale plan.

8. Class competition in memory work motivates in-
terest.

I,
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9. Honoring outstanding pupils for good con-
duct, good speech, good memory work, etc., encourages
stronger effort on the part of the individual and
promotes class interest.

10. Sure punishment for violation of school and
auditorium rules and regulations pays big dividends.

Joyce Van Eouten, Alamo School:

1. When introducing a topic we plan to discuss,
the children are told a little about it and then asked
to bring a picture, a poem, or an article from a maga-
zine or newspaper for the next class. This stimulates
their interest. This also makes them more interested
in newspapers and magazines as well as the information
they may obtain.

2. Contests between classes always bring about
much interest, if they have a conclusion and are not
too long and drawn out.

Gladys Boren, Arcadia Park School:

Formal Organization -- Election of officers, seat-
ing, planning programs with children.

Each child has an auditorium notebook to keep
original poems, plays, and formal programs.

Visual aids used in different phases; such as,
safety, fire prevention, courtesy, health and primary
stories.

Story-telling and dramatization contest in each
class and whole school, giving ribbons to winners.
Bible stories also used.

Special attention to shy child. See that every
child has equal opportunity to appear on program.

Junior Safety Council in each class, correlated
with Music, Art, and Language Arts -- through songs,
posters, stories, and playlets; emphasis being placed
on development of proper attitudes toward safety.

Original and formal plays, planned and given be-
fore other classes. Dramatization of stories read,
with emphasis upon development of initiative through
writing and producing the play rather than having a
finished product.

Daisy Kate Phillips, Mount Auburn School:

Objectives -- To encourage good citizenship, good listen-
ing, co-operation and teamwork as suited to the un-
derstanding and abilities of the various age groups
who regularly attend Auditorium.

i 
I
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Procedure -- Assembling a large wall poster whose theme
will vary with the seasonal activities, for ex-
ample:

March -- kite flying.
Each class is represented on the poster
by the figute of a boy whose kite will fly
as the good citizenship of the class per-
mits. A star is put on the kite for each
week that the kite flies.

Suggestions for other months:
October -- clown with balloons.
November -- turkey -- , feather for each class.
December -- Christmas tree with toy for each

class.
January -- sleds down a hillside.
February -- flagpole -- as class progresses

flag is raised.
April -- duck pond.
May -- flower basket.

We are fortunate enough to have a microphone and a
motion picture machine.

Ova Lee Kirby Ball, David Crockett School:

Choral reading and the accompanying lip groups
have proven ry most effective means of correcting mi-
nor speech difficulties. The children like these read-
ings very much and one can always be found to fit any
occasion. They develop co-ordination, overcome self-
consciousness and afford an outlet for the natural
rhythm that each child has.

Fire Prevention presents a problem to the teacher
of Auditoriu$ who has only the smaller grades.
we tell stories of fire hazards in picture form, eight
pictures to g story, the children are allowed to
show these on the screen by means of the opaque pro-
jector and tll the story. Many of them involve their
schoolmates they have seen playing with matches or
setting fires to grass -- just in play -- but it has
made the little ones fire conscious and they have cor-
rected their own habits. .

The older pupils in our school had a kite tourna-
ment and as tsual the smaller children were extremely
interested. I showed them the film of Chinese children,
read the stories of the Chinese kites and the legends
about them. . . By the time the kites were completed
and the Tour ament held the smaller people were quite
as elated ov.r the event as the older students and en-
joyed it to hefullest, feeling that they were part of
the Tournamtt too.

will 11-0,
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The Junior Language and Arts always carry an
interesting article on a famous musician. These ar-
ticles are told in a way that makes the person seem
human to a small child. On the birthdays of these fa-
mous musicians we have stories about them and the music
teacher plays some of their recordings that they will
comprehend. We feel that this will develop a love for
good music as well as prepare them for future study.

Wilma Stewart, George Peabody School:

1. let the children help plan the lessons and
programs.

2. Best results have been obtained when the audi-
torium work has been correlated with other subject
classes.

3. My most effective way to use stories is for
the teacher to read the story and have the children
dramatize it.

4. The discussions we have during open forums
have proved very valuable.

Mildred Day, James B. Bonham School:

Developing Better Citizens:
Every two weeks we set aside a period, for classes

above the L 4th, in which each child has the oppor-
tunity to relate to the class anything which has helped
bring happiness to the world. No matter how small the
act of kindness or courtesy may have been, we deem it
important.

It is remarkable to see how the children will
scan the newspapers for worth-while stories. This
helps to take their attention away from sensational-
ism in the press. The children have also learned to
watch for any kind deed done in their immediate en-
vironment; at home, at school, on the way to and
from school, in neighborhood play ground, and so on.

We feel that this activity is making the children
better citizens. It has centered their attention on
the good being done in the world, and is causing them
to become more watchful of their own behavior.

Nellie Golightly, Sidney Lanier school:

Stutterers:
Let a group of children, including the stutterer,

speak an easy part in unison, in the dramatization.
Let the same words be used and repeated often enough
to become familiar to each one in the group. Let two

..
won"
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children, including the stutterer, speak the same
part, then the stutterer will speak the part by him-
self. If he knows the part, he will most probably say
it with little difficulty. If the stutterer fails,
let the group take the part with as little attention
drawn to the incident as possible. Repeat if the stut-
terer is not self-conscious. If he is self-conscious,
let it rest for awhile.

Ethel Keeton, Stephen F. Austin School:

I have found that having a sense of humor has
helped me more than any one thing in teaching large
groups. Keeping myself emotionally stable is most ef-
fective.

In teaching Good Manners, I have been using a
true and false test which seems .to appeal to the chil-
dren more than the dramatizations which we have had
on this subject.

Gustava Putnam, Stephen J. Ray School:

1. Materials used are mimeographed and placed in hands
of all pupils.

2. Have pupils keep materials in notebook.
3. Arrange a definite seating plan for classes in as-

semblies.
4. File all materials according to year and special

days.
5. Create interest in poems to be used in Choral

Reading through story telling.
6. Place as much responsibility as possible on pupils.
7. Limit the number to see films (at one time).

Doyle 0. Patterson, Stonewall Jackson School:

The auditorium is fundamentally a cooperative or-
ganization. Much of the responsibility for the conduct
of the class is put upon the pupils themselves by in-
corporating an element of parliamentary procedure into
the routine.

A class chairman is elected to act for a certain
length of time, A secretary is elected to keep a record
of the various activities for the same period of time
and monitors are appointed to take the attendance rec-
ord and serve as doorkeepers.

As soon as the class enters the auditorium, the
children are called to order by the chairman, the at-
tendance record is taken, then the secretary reads the
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minutes of the last meeting. The class proceeds with
the program which the chairman has previously dis-
cussed with the teacher in order to get any points of
procedure it is necessary for him to know.

Since the classes are large they are often divided
into groups so that several exercises may be prepared
at one time, Much of the time is spent in class drama-
tizations as these are a good means of providing op-
portunity for pupils to put into practice techniques
of self-control which they are constantly assimilating
through their study of various exercises in voice and
bodily expression. Since dramatizations require the
participation of more than one individual, they pro-
vide valuable training in working together, and they
provide means for correlating the various studies.

Annie L. Alexander, Rosemont School:

Each day of the week is designated for some
special activity, such as:

Monday -- Check Up -- Bible Verses
Tuesday -- Banking -- Fire Prevention
Wednesday -- Childrents Story Day
Thursday -- Picture Show -- Safety
Friday -- Free Day -- Children choose activity
This plan' of activity may be cancelled or inter-

rupted as necessity demands.
In planning assembly programs, each class is given

a place on the schedule and every child in the class
participates. This is also true of our radio programs,
. . .

Wanda Barnett, Winnetka School:

1. Self-introduction to student groups, each pupil
giving his name, grade, address, interests, etc.

2. Selection by student opinion of the pupil who tells
the most interesting story and have him tell his
story to another group.

3. Fire prevention: encourage students to tell
stories of real fires, giving cause, amount of
loss, and how the fire might have been prevented.

4. Dramatization of stories found in textbooks (his-
tory, reading, civics, etc.), using students as
play directors.

5. Use of microphone for poetry reading.

r - _____
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Lucile B. Jamison, La Reunion School:

One thing that I do that seems to put the children
in the proper frame of mind for work is to open each
class with the Lord's prayer. I have told the children
that when we pray, we are talking to God and should be
reverent, I have a child to lead the prayer.

I use Choral Speaking, dramatization, and memoriza-
tion in all my classes.

Ruth Hornbeck, Pleasant Mound School:

I placed a chart in my room which was entitled,
"Harmony Chart." The children considered it fun be-
cause they earned good citizenship points or grades,
which were considered on their citizenship grades.

The chart read:
1. The boy removes his hat when entering the

building.
2. Excuses himself for minor discourtesies.
3. Willingly apologizes for mistakes.
4. Seats himself quietly and remains orderly.
5. Refrains from acts in any way detrimental to

others, even though pleasing.
When difficulties began to develop, the pupil was

referred to this chart and if necessary a few words
of counsel from the teacher was added. This kept
regulations always before pupils and more could be
added as problems arose.

Louise Booker, Richard Lagow School:

l. Group speaking of characters in plays.
2. Use reading lessons (if usable) for plays.
3. When directing a play, welcome suggestions from

others not in play.
4. Use words in reading or spelling lessons for drill

in choral speaking.
5. To promote orderly passing, allow children at end

of rows to act as monitors or leaders for their
rows.

6. If room is not too crowded, allow children to sit
a seat apart. This provides freedom and extra
space for books. or any other material.

7. In pay or assembly programs, train children (as you
go) to produce the play unassisted by the audi-
torium teacher at final production,

,, .. , r.W .: .,_w ,. .,.. .,:,_,..... ,,". n . , : Y. _
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Ann H. Bryan, Roger Q. Mills School:

I have the classes dramatize the stories and
learn the poems from their home readers. There are
not enough books for the auditorium to have a copy of
each reader, so I have a committee of two pupils
(there are usually two reading groups in a class) who,

when the class changes readers, bring the new book to

me before school .and together we go through the book
and find stories to dramatize and poems for the classes
to memorize.

Every Tuesday is poem day so the children expect
it, and are prepared.

Bonnie M. Harford, Mirabeau B. Lamar School:

1. Marching into the auditorium to end of row of
seats. No seats assigned thus attempting to
create a natural situation, since pupils would

probably not sit near the same pupils every day.
Attendance checked by grade monitors.

2. Routine beginning of each class designed to create

the right spirit for class work -- the president
presiding:

Reading of minutes
Flag salute
Song -- patriotic
Prayer by class

Memory work, short plays, poems, etc., often
taught class by teacher as choral reading or as a

group, making each child feel a sense of responsibility
for memorization, articulation, enunciation, pronuncia-
tion, inflection, etc.

lays are consequently often cast by pupils them-
selves, choosing those who in their estimation give
best interpretation after try-out. The desire on the

part of pupils to be cast furnishes sufficient incentive
for expression of his creative ability, imagination,

ingenuity, and originality, and makes him desire to ap-
pear individualistic.

3. Film strip stories for primary children shown, then
shown again as children enact scenes on stage si-
multaneously.

Nell Fullwood, Obadiah Knight School:

One thing I have used that has been effective and
very much needed in my classes is the teaching of Man-
ners.

.
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Introduced the unit by reading stories to the
classes of well-mannered and bad-mannered children.
They chose the things they liked or did not like
about the characters in the stories and we discussed
these.

As the children became more "manners" conscious,
they began to bring in outside materials that illus-
trated things we were discussing, such as the "This
and Not This" articles.

When a child showed bad manners in the classroom,
or lunchroom, etc., or poor sportsmanship on the play-
ground, we made little skits of these, letting chil-
dren dramatize the act showing what happened and then
another skit showing how many unpleasant things can
be avoided by everyone always being courteous . Of
course, this is done in a way not to embarrass the
unmannerly pupil but to teach him.

We have presented and studied good manners from
many angles and about once a week we come back to it
in some way.

Alene Bridges, Lisbon School:

1. One hundred flash cards using words that children
most often mispronounce.
Examples :

across guess
program of
just again
instead where
ought figure
president fire
chair think

2. Choral Speaking.
3. Read class a story; following day pupils dramatize

same story.
4. Use of slides from the Visual Education Department.
5. Use of notebooks.

Bertha Mae Cox, T. C. Rassell School:

Recently, quite by chance, I met a designer of
fine jewelry. The group enlisted his aid in planning
decorations for an organization luncheon. He asked
various questions about its purposes and activities.
The questions seemed irrelevant to me and I could not
follow his thinking until he said, "An artist should
never attempt to give expression to .an idea until the
idea is firmly fixed in mind.
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Then, before working out techniques of teaching
in auditorium, wouldn't one need a clear picture of

the function of an auditorium in the school? Four

years ago I entered the auditorium field with certain
notions about how the work should be carried on.
Since that time I have listened carefully and reflec-
tively to the philosophy of purpose and types of ac-
tivities of my colleagues. I have evaluated my own
work by the searchlight of experience. And now I

have arrived at certain conclusions in my own thinking
of the purpose and techniques of auditorium instruc-
tion.

I believe the auditorium should be truly the hub
of the school. Here there is ample opportunity for

creative expression -- and the creative, I think, lies

very near to the divine in all of us and its expres-

sion is essential to the mental health of both teacher

and child. Here classes meet for common instruction
and inspiration, and to share with each other class

interests and achievements. This means, then, a

schedule of school assemblies. Without assemblies,

to my thinking, auditorium teaching falls flat.
Participation on school programs is a powerful

motivation in teaching. Success, with its attendant
group approval, gives self-respect and a. sense of be-

longing, occasionally to the extent of changing the
entire pattern of an individual's life. Good school

programs add vitality, pleasure, and sparkle to every
child's school life.

Ideally, the auditorium teacher should be a per-

son skilled in human relations, of wide interests and

abilities, and of strong personality with an "out-

going" philosophy of life. Some one has said you can

get anything in the world done if you will let others

take the credit. A good auditorium teacher, in work-

ing both with children and other teachers, should

stand by, ready to help when needed, but knowing when
to retire gracefully. An auditorium teacher should

possess sensitivity toward moods and situations and a

keen awareness of the dramatic in everyday life.
The auditorium teacher is the co-ordinator of the

school activities, In the auditorium, music from the

music department is enjoyed by all; the entire school

sees the dances learned in physical education classes;
outstanding art work is displayed; programs from home

rooms, bringing information and developing desirable

attitudes, are presented; announcements of thrift,

dental health, Junior Red Cross, winners of athletic

tournaments, and many other school interests are made;
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and programs are given which have been prepared in

daily class work in auditorium classes. Sometimes
the idea originates in the auditorium classes .and
carries over to the home room (as in copying a poem
to be memorized in language period), and at other

times the source is .the home room while the auditorium
supplements and enriches (as in geography or units
of work on other lands when stories, poems, and plays
are learned about that particular country). Co-opera-
tion involving so many children and teachers obviously
demands some administrative assistance for smooth
running. Without the principals' whole-hearted ap-
proval, moral support, and guidance the auditorium
program can not function.

The auditorium can be made a valuable means of
interpreting the school to the parents and community.
Parents who attend assembly programs -- and they
will attend if the programs are good and they're in-

vited -- know the activities and policies of the school.
Informed parents are usually co-operative patrons. The
teachers, too, have much to gain from this opportunity
to meet the parents of the children they teach. Co-
operation and contact with community projects and
leaders are the very best of preparation for adult
citizenship and democratic living.

What are the techniques of teaching in such a pro-
cedure. They are too broad and varied for detailed
classification. The procedures must be flexible yet
purposeful. If the auditorium teacher thinks of her-
self as co-ordinator of all activities of the school,
with the responsibility to provide enrichment for the

home-room studies, and opportunity for special emphasis
on citizenship, spiritual appreciation, character edu-
cation, and creative expression, I think we shall have
no difficulty with the techniques. And it will follow
as inevitably as night the day that the auditorium
program will be of great value to the children of the
entire school.

Evaluation

In this section an attempt will be made to evaluate the

functions and techniques of auditorium work in the elemen-

tary schools of Dallas in terms of the criteria formulated

in Chapter III. Evaluations are made on the basis of pub-

lished and mimeographed materials issued by the Dallas

_ ._ -
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Public Schools for the guidance and assistance of auditorium

teachers in planning their work. A sampling of these ma-

terials has been presented in foregoing pages of the pres-

ent chapter.

For each criterion, summary statements of an evaluative

nature are made, based upon the information previously pre-

sented in this chapter relating to auditorium work in the

Dallas elementary schools.

1.' The auditorium should be one of the most important

lakes in the elementary school where children learn to be

social being, where th learn to make the most of them-

selves and of their capabilities ,and where learn to

co-operate with others in carrying out worth-while, satis-

flng, and educationally valuable activities. -- In the Dal-

las elementary schools, the importance of the auditorium is

recognized in that every school has organized auditorium

classes as a regular part of its work. Each school has one

or more auditorium teachers whose principal responsibilities

are those of directing auditorium activities for various

class groups in the school. Repeatedly, throughout the lit-

erature on auditorium work for the Dallas schools, emphasis

is placed upon the social growth and individual development

of the pupils. At all times the auditorium provides situa-

tions in which pupils experience co-operative effort in car-

rying out worth-while, satisfying, and educationally valuable
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activities. Thus the auditorium work conforms to the first

criterion.

2. The auditorium should be the clearing house for the

entire school, where all departments, classes, and home rooms

put forth their best creative efforts for their own enoy-

ment and possibly for the edification of the entire school.

-- In the Dallas elementary schools the auditorium is re-

garded as the clearing house for the entire school, enlist-

ing the co-operation and participation of several or all de-

partments in developing its activities. It is closely cor-

related with all subject-matter fields, and the auditorium

teachers enlist the assistance of other teachers in develop-

ing projects and units in the auditorium. It is realized

that there is, in auditorium work, ample opportunity for all

departments to share their best, and the auditorium, in turn,

makes worth-while contributions to all fields of learning,

helping the pupils to understand the unity of all subject

matter. According to the literature for auditorium work in

Dallas, the second criterion is being met satisfactorily.

3. The auditorium is the center for all socially

motivated activities within the school. -- The auditorium

in the Dallas elementary schools certainly encourages so-

cially motivated activities, but perhaps it could so more

along this line, as it cannot be said that the auditorium

is the center for all socially motivated activities. In a

- --
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sense, however, all activities in the auditorium are social

in nature, as they involve the interaction and co-operation

of individuals with one another for the accomplishment of

some mutually-agreed-upon project. The third criterion is

being met fairly satisfactorily.

4. The dominant tone in the auditorium should be doing,

not listening. -- There is no doubt whatsoever that this

criterion is being adequately fulfilled in the auditoriums

of the Dallas elementary schools. One cannot enter an audi-

torium class without realizing at once that this is the place

where activities are going on, where everyone is doing some-

thing toward the completion of the project, where all are

working together co-operatively, and where everyone feels

a personal responsibility in planning and carrying out the

varied activities. All literature for Dallas auditorium

teachers is filled with the dominant note of activity, pupil

participation, and co-operative effort.

5. The auditorium should serve to broaden the inter-

ests and concepts of the uils from those centered solely

within the school to those existing outside the school within

the community. -- Activities in the Dallas auditoriums are

not restricted to school projects, but take in also various

phases of community life and of home life, and even encour-

age activities based upon national or international events

and understandings. The effective techniques reported by

.wpm""
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various teachers, previously cited in this chapter, reveal

something of the breadth and depth of auditorium work; and

an examination of the three published books of programs en-

titled Auditorium Activities, together with the mimeographed

bulletin, "Course of Study, Auditorium Supplement," indicates

that all of life -- school, home, community, national, world

-- finds recognition in the auditorium work of the schools.

Thus the fifth criterion is being adequately met.

6. In the auditorium, puils should bencouraged,

first of all, to pjn to do something worth-while and chal-

lenging and to make themselves, understood to their audience.

In this way the auditorium gives practice in the oraniza-

tion and presentation of materials and in quick and clear

thinking. --- An effort is made to enable the pupils to un-

derstand that the auditorium period is not a play time but a

creative period. They are given freedom to put forth their

best efforts, and are encouraged to think through their

proposed projects and to plan ways of making their activi-

ties interesting and enjoyable to those who have not ex-

perienced them. At all times the teacher is a guide, a

helper, and an adviser who tactfully directs the pupils into

worth-while and meaningful efforts. Thus the sixth criterion

is being met.

7. Among the most important objectives of auditorium

work are the following: acquisition of general information,

-
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inspiration, deyelopment of p and self-control before an

audience, recreation, entertainment, motivation of extra-

curricular activities, moral training, development of appre-

ciation, cultivation of high ideals of citizenship both in

school and in the community., development of leadership abili-

ties, and training in self-expression and the use of ini-

tiative. -- All of these objectives are recognized and em-

phasized in the literature relating to auditorium work in

the Dallas elementary schools, and hence it can be said

that auditorium work in Dallas has worthy purposes and those

advocated by authorities in the field of education.

8. The auditorium strives to develop friendliness,

tolerance, pen-mindedness, _and co-operativeness _br -

the child into life experiences which are richer, fuller,

and more meaninflthan tihe formal classroom can provide.--

With its emphasis upon pupil participation and co-operative

effort, the auditorium naturally fosters friendliness and

understanding, for there can be no co-operation without

friendship. Tolerance is stressed by the sharing of opin-

ions and ideas as well as efforts, and the recognition and

use of those that are worthy, regardless of the source from

which they emanate. The justification for the auditorium

is that its peculiar nature enables it to make available

rich experiences and valuable learning situations which can

hardly be developed within the regular classroom. Hence,
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the eighth criterion finds adequate emphasis in the audi-

torium literature for the Dallas elementary schools.

9. The auditorium should be a source of wholesome en-

tertainment as well as of educational value. Those who su-

pervise auditorium work must never forget that wholesome en-

tertainment appeals to young people and that hey have a

rhto it, in school as well as ou. -- One cannot read

the auditorium literature for the Dallas elementary schools

without recognizing that primary emphasis is placed upon

learning situations and educational activities that are, at

the same time, fun for the pupils. Children have rich

imaginations, and when they are given freedom to develop

their ideas into projects, they will have fun, and. they will

learn something. An examination of typical programs devel-

oped in the schools indicates the rich entertainment, as

well as educational, values that are characteristic of the

auditorium work in Dallas. Thus the practices conform fa-

vorably to the ninth criterion.

10. Participation _ all pupils in the class in some

phase of auditorium work at all times is highly desirable.

-- So much emphasis has already been laid upon the matter

of pupil participation that little more need be said. It

is evident from all of the literature that the one element

stressed most frequently is that of pupil participation in

activities that are meaningful, enjoyable, and educational.

:.
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There is emphasis on the fact that the individual pupil

should be encouraged to participate in all situations as

often as possible, for the greater the frequency of partici-

pation, the greater the educational values to be derived.

Auditorium work in the Dallas elementary schools adequately

conforms to the tenth criterion.

110 All auditorium programs should required to at-

tain a minimum standard of excellence, Standards must not

be too rigid, nor too ig4, as it must be recognized that

many Qerformers lack experience in appearing before audi-

ences. The purpose of the standards is not to strive for

professional excellence or foerfection, but rather to

insist that each performer do his best, cons idering _his aze,

experience, and other limitations. -- The only standard of

excellence noted in the literature for auditorium work in

the elementary schools of Dallas is that every pupil should

be encouraged to put forth his best efforts at all times in

carrying out the projects and activities of the auditorium

group. For this reason, the auditorium literature for Dal-

las elementary schools fails to coincide with the eleventh

criterion relating to minimum standards of excellence for

auditorium programs.

12. Regardless of the type of program offered in the

auditorium, it should have J a definite jpurpse,fladap-
tation to the group, jf effective communication to the

.. 
--
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audience, and I41 apropriateness to the occasion and the

setting. -- All four of these characteristics of an effec-

tive auditorium program are recognized in the literature

for the Dallas elementary schools, Emphasis is placed upon

the fact that programs must have a worth-while purpose, that

they must be adapted to the particular group of pupils in-

volved, that they must be understandable and effectively

presented to the audience, and that they must be appropriate

to the occasion and the setting. Thus the twelfth criterion

is being adequately met.

13. iple drama should be ixven an ij tat role in

auditorium programs . Informal creative dramatic activities

are amo the most useful and meaning experiences and

serve to crystallize valuable earnings _and knowledge. _The

educational values residing in dramatics are maw, including

opportunities for the development of creative expression,

self-confidence, poise, initiative, responsibility, _and co-

operativeness . -- The summary of literature already pre-

sented has indicated that considerable emphasis is placed

upon drama in the auditorium activities of the Dallas ele-

mentary schools. Dramatics offer opportunities for creativ-

ity, self-expression, initiative, co-operative effort, and

the assumption of individual responsibility. The very na-

ture of the auditorium class, together with its recognized

purposes, lends itself readily to the use of dramatics as one

'R .,.--... - .. ,. .... .. ., . :{:,.rig-. . , .... u. .. :tic1k i in6* . ti",.. ,- ,..4 .;:{,.. ,.:..h - -
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of the principal mediums of expression, of growth, and of

learning. Dramatics involves creative effort at its best,

and is included as one of the fundamental aspects of audi-

torium work in the elementary schools of Dallas. Hence,

the thirteenth criterion is being met in an adequate manner.

14. Three fundamental characteristics of_ a isd assem-

_bly or auditorium program are that it must interesting,

ins tructive, and inspiring. -- Ample evidence has been pre-

sented earlier in this chapter that the literature relating

to auditorium work in the elementary schools of Dallas lays

emphasis upon the values of interest, instruction, and in-

spiration in auditorium activities. The literature implies

that auditorium work must be interesting in order to possess

worthy instructional values. It follows that inspiration

issues from both interest and instruction, and hence all

three are somewhat interdependent. Children should be per-

mitted, as far as possible in keeping with the major pur-

poses of the activities and units at hand, to develop their

own interests under tactful guidance. When children work

on projects which hold high interest for them, high instruc-

tional and inspirational benefits will be present. The

auditorium literature for the Dallas elementary schools

conforms to this final criterion in a satisfactory manner.

Mo



CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary

The auditorium is the correlating, socializing, and

integrating center of the platoon schools, It is really a

double or triple classroom, unhampered by classroom para-

phernalia, It is a real theater where the child meets a

real audience,not merely members of his own class, but mem-

bers of two, three, or four classes.

Education is no longer directed solely toward the in-

dividual needs; it must embrace the needs of the group also,

for the groups constitute the units of society.

Schools of today must, therefore, provide for effective

education for citizenship in order to meet these objectives.

Definite provision must be made for the development of atti-

tudes and ideals, and activities must be provided in which

these may be applied. "Learn to do by doing" is nowhere

more true than in the training of good citizens. The audi-

torium furnishes a type of life laboratory where actual

citizenship practices take place.

As to the objectives of auditorium work, character

training through self-expression and correlation of all

130
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departments of the school seem to sum up the main attain-

ments of the auditorium. Pupil outcomes are many and varied

and emphasize audience participation as well as that of the

performers.

In achieving desired objectives there must necessarily

be some tools. In the auditorium it is quite evident that

the most frequently used tool is spoken English in its vari-

ous forms. With the smaller children, dramatization and

story-telling are almost inseparable because children like

to dramatize the stories they hear. Stories of different

types should be used and thus the realization of more of

the objectives of the auditorium is fostered. Dramatization

renders opportunity for developing self-expression, pa-

triotism, correlation, and individual responsibility as well

as teamwork in group activity.

Dramatization is perhaps the most frequently used form

of self-expression, and because of this fact some people

have the idea that drama and auditorium are synonymous.

This idea, however, is erroneous, for dramatization is only

one of the several means used in self-expression.

From the beginning, children are instructed as to what

constitutes good auditorium etiquette. They should be good

listeners, courteous, and mentally receptive. Kindness,

friendliness, tolerance, sympathy, open-mindedness, respect

for authority, and consideration for others are somehow

-
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acquired through the auditorium experience. The best group

conduct is always developed through expression under guid-

ing influences until such time as real social consciousness

has been so developed in the group that the guidance is no

longer necessary. When group conduct functions without

guidance or restraint, then one of the primary auditorium

objectives has been won.

Programs used in the auditorium are of three types;

class, assembly, and public or pay programs. Correlation

is used in practically all of these, and citizenship'usually

forms the background.

The chief justification for the auditorium lies in the

fact that it serves in unifying all of the school's efforts

toward the realization of the seven fundamental objectives

of education. If social efficiency is' the goal, then all

departments of the school must work together toward this

end, and the auditorium serves as the means of integration.

The auditorium, when its possibilities have been fully

realized, will serve as a point of contact between the school

and the outside world, and it will integrate and unify all

of the child'is school experiences.

Conclusions

In the light of data considered in this study, the fol-

lowing conclusions are presented in regard to auditorium
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work in general and also in relation to the auditorium pro-

gram in effect in the elementary schools of Dallas, Texas:

1. The auditorium is a vital unit in the educational

program of the platoon school.

2. The auditorium is fundamentally a place where the

pupils' creative impulses can be allowed to flower into

worth-while achievements.

3. In the platoon school, the auditorium class should

be scheduled at regular periods in the same way as any other

class.

4. The effectiveness of auditorium work can be judged

by the degree to which it enlists the interest, co-opera-

tion, and active participation of all pupils.

5. The auditorium should never be considered as a

pedagogical wastebasket, or a dumping ground where great

numbers of children are sent regardless of age or grade.

6. Auditorium work should be conducted on the basis

of grade classification.

7. Auditorium activities represent a definite period

in the school day set aside for meeting the needs of future

citizenship by stressing all the general objectives of edu-

cation.

8. The auditorium seeks to provide an opportunity for

every child to function at his best, according to his abili-

ties.

,.._ .. ova f.:: -:, 
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9. The auditorium emphasizes the values to be derived

from self-expression, self-activity, co-operative effort,

and individual participation in group activities.

10. The teacher of the auditorium class assumes the

function of a guide and an adviser who keeps uppermost in

mind the fundamental objectives of education and the pur-

poses set forth for the unit of work being carried out, and

who tactfully but surely guides the children's efforts in

such a way that their activities will be meaningful in the

realization of these objectives and purposes.

11. Literature relating to auditorium work in the

elementary schools of Dallas indicates that thirteen of the

fourteen criteria established for this study receive ade-

quate recognition by the Dallas plan of auditorium activi-

ties. The criterion which is not being satisfactorily

met is that relating to the setting up of minimum standards

of excellence for auditorium programs.

12. In the Dallas elementary schools, the auditorium

is a fundamental phase of the platoon school program.

13. The effective auditorium correlates the work of

all subject-matter departments in the school. All con-

tribute their offerings to a co-ordinated unity of planning

and procedure in auditorium activities.

14. Wholesome, purposeful, creative activity is the

fundamental goal of the auditorium.

- : : ,. n. i h...a', au .. r. c 1 ,.:r3.; :A, .. _... .. i SY+b i.4 m. .a..a..
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15. The auditorium broadens the concepts of the child

until they encompass not only the school but also the com-

munity round about.

16. There is little point in developing projects and

activities which cannot be made interesting and effectively

meaningful to persons who have not been participants. Hence,

the auditorium strives for clarity of purpose and for abil-

ity to convey to others the meaning of the activities and

the significance of the projects.

17. Auditorium work as conceived for the elementary

platoon schools of Dallas has worthy and significant ob-

jectives.

18. The auditorium should provide entertainment as

well as education.

19. The auditorium seeks to inspire the pupils to en-

gage in self-expression, creative effort, and meaningful

activities.

20. This study has added weight to a statement which

was often made over a period of many years by Julius Dorsey,

long-time superintendent of schools in Dallas : "The func-

tion of the auditorium is to build up and keep up the morale

of the school; as goes the auditorium, so goes the school."

Recommendations

The following recommendations are offered concerning

auditorium work at the elementary level:

4.'..1,
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1. The auditorium teacher should make a thorough study

of the needs of the community from the standpoint of citi-

zenship and, with her findings in mind, map out a definite

procedure whereby the children in school may be trained in

such a way as to be better citizens than their fathers and

mothers. The meaning of democracy should be stressed, and

pupils should be consciously prepared to assume their right-

ful positions in a democratic society. Most of all, they

must be made to realize that the rights and privileges of

democracy imply obligations and responsibilities on the

part of the individual.

2. There should never be more than two classes in the

auditorium at any one time, except for assemblies, and they

should consist of the same grade or of consecutive grades in

order that the interests and abilities of the pupils may not

tend to be widely different.

3. Every auditorium class should have two teachers,

one acting as the director and the other as assistant.

4. Every auditorium teacher should train student lead-

ers to give assistance in the work of the auditorium class.

The development of student leadership represents one of the

outstanding services of the auditorium.

4. Each auditorium teacher should evaluate her prac-

tices and. techniques in terms of the criteria established

in this study, or in terms of similar ones, in order to
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determine the effectiveness and adequacy of her program of

auditorium work.

5. School administrators should study the values to

be derived from auditorium activities and carefully consider

the advisability of establishing auditorium work within their

own school systems.

6. It is recommended that the value of school assem-

blies not be overlooked, and that provision be made in each

school for such assemblies to be held at a regular time each

week in order that closer unification of the school may be

brought about and that auditorium training may be utilized

effectively in the assembly situation,

7. Auditorium directors must provide guidance for

every child and therefore need special professional training,

particularly in relation to understanding and skill in the

processes of personal counseling which will enable them to

avoid the mistakes of the well-intentioned amateur. In

this way greater efficiency will be obtained in an impor-

tant field that should not be overlooked in the auditorium.

Guidance programs should include social, vocational, educa-

tional, health, emotional, intellectual, and religious em-

phas es .

8. It appears to be wise to have parliamentary-procedure

practice periods or programs quite frequently in order that

all children may become proficient in the proper conduct of
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organized meetings, for here, especially, does one learn to

preside by presiding.

9. It is suggested that a worth-while study, or studies,

could be developed by making comparative surveys of such

factors as the objectives, purposes, practices, procedures,

philosophy, and techniques of auditorium work in various

school systems in large cities throughout the United States.
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